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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

J ? or a long time matter was thought to exist in three phases: solid, liquid and
gas. However, certain materials do not have a single solid to liquid transformation.
Instead they show one or more intermediate mesophases which are called liquid crys
talline phases 1 . Liquid crystals (LCs) are fascinating materials that posses properties
intermediate between isotropic liquids and crystalline solids. LCs axe characterized
by fluidity and structural anisotropy, a combination of properties that make them
easily respond to interfacial forces2 and enables a variety of techniques for producing
ordered LC cells. The anisotropic nature of liquid crystals is also responsible for the
unique optical properties exploited by scientists and engineers in a variety of appli
cations 3 5 . Moreover the LC molecules can be reoriented with relatively low electric
fields (< 2 ν/μιη), i.e. the operating voltages of LC devices can be lower than 3 V.
Although LCs were discovered at the end of the 19th century 6 , for a very long
time it was an area of pure scientific interest. They have only become widely used
in electro-optic applications since the early 1970s. Nowadays they occupy a rapidly
growing multi billion dollar a year market. The most common application of liquid
crystals is in liquid crystal displays (LCDs), see figure 1.1, which are used in mobile
telephones, computer screens and TV-sets 2 , 3 .
All types of existing LCDs rely in their functioning on a proper treatment of
2,7
the confining surfaces for precise orientation control of their LC materials , and
8,9
until recently the LCD manufacturing has relied on the rubbing of polymer films
as a unique alignment method. The origin of the alignment of LC molecules on
1

2
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Figure 1.1: Liquid crystal displays: a) one of the first applications of LC as
displays; b) modern LCD in a mobile telephone.
rubbed polymer surfaces has long remained a puzzel since its discovery in 1911 10 .
Berreman 11 first studied the problem by rubbing a glass substrate with diamond paste
and creating microgrooves. He calculated the elastic distortion due to the grooves
and found that the lowest-energy configuration was for all molecules to lie along the
rubbing direction. Geary et al 1 2 , considering alignment of LC films on polymer-coated
substrates rubbed with cloth, proposed a different mechanism. Rubbing of the films
orients the polymer chains along a preferred direction and the molecular interaction
between the LC molecules and the stretched polymer induces the alignment. The
currently accepted mechanism for this is believed to be an epitaxial growth of the
liquid crystal layers on the partially aligned polymer chains in the near surface layers
of the polymer.
Despite its wide use for the LCD manufacturing, rubbing has some disadvantages
such as the generation of dust, electrostatic charges and mechanical stress, which can
be detrimental for LCD application 13,14 . Therefore a non-contact alignment technique
would be better suited for the task and alternative methods to obtain command layers
like photo or ion beam alignment have been and still arc actively pursued 13,15 22 .
Moreover new methods of the LCD manufacturing are required in order to reduce
the energy consumption of LCD devices. The introduction of controllable multistable
LC cells, that have several (at least two) stable distinct optical states requiring no
sustain voltage (in the absence of external fields), would significantly decrease the
energy consumption of the corresponding LC devices. In existing LCD technologies,
each display cell supports just a single stable configuration23. To produce optical
contrast, a voltage must be applied to reorient the molecules. Without an external
electric field the molecules will return to the initial orientation. Refreshing the pixels
in tins way consumes substantial power. Multistable cells support two (or more) stable
configurations with contrasting optical properties. Power is needed only to switch
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from one stable configuration to another. The creation of multistablc liquid crystal
cellb is a very challenging scientific and technical problem whereas their potential
applications are commercially very promising. Until now a lot of efforts were invested
24 J 6
in making a suitable multistablc LC structure
, but the implementation of reliable,
robust and cost-effective multistable alignment method remains a challenge.
The goal of this PhD project was to obtain a better understanding and subse
quently a more efficient control of the surface and interface properties of the substrateliquid crystal interface that play an essential role in the operation of liquid crystal
displays and other LC devices. As a part of my research work I developed new meth
ods of LC alignment and investigated the influence of the different surface treatment
techniques on the alignment of LC molecules and their electro-optical properties. In
this thesis two new methods are described and investigations of their advantages and
difficulties for industrial application are presented. In addition a new nonlinear optical
approach was developed for the investigation of the LC cell interface region.
The first method is based on the use of magnetic field alignment of LC molecules
in a cell at elevated temperatures, where this alignment subsequently induced an
orientation of the polymer coatings of the cell. We show that accurate control of
the cooling sequence and applied magnetic field can produce stable, well-oriented
cells, suitable for display application. The present method is simple and very robust,
with a significantly smaller number of processing steps than other existing methods.
Wc observed a significantly faster response - about ten times faster - as compared
to that of traditionally rubbed cells. The investigation of this phenomenon and the
interpretation of the fast switching are presented.
These results suggest the use of magnetic fields as a viable alternative tool for
LCD panel processing, with the advantages of a simple, yet very efficient, clean and
contact free method, which also yields a very fast electro-optical response in the class
of ncmatic LCs.
The second method involves multistable LC structures. In this thesis wc propose
a very simple, low cost and reliable way of manufacturing multitable LC cells. Our
method relies on the preparation of certain geometrical configurations of a 3D pat
terned substrate and the surface (boundary) interaction of the LC molecules with the
thus produced vertical walls. Controllable switching of the structures is demonstrated,
including in-plane switching of the molecular orientation over 90°, -45° and +45°, in
duced by an external in-plane electric field and by optical tweezers. The advantage
of our method is the possibility to use conventional large scale techniques (for exam
ple optical lithography) for manufacturing multistable structures with high contrast,
small pixel size (1 μηι χ 1 firn), excellent stability of the different states (more than
one month) and in-plane switching of homogeneously aligned nematic liquid crystals.
Our method can also be used for designing and fabrication of LC devices with more
sophisticated surface structures which could provide a large variety of stable states.
As the quality of the interface determines the quality of the operation of LC de-
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vices, the development of surface sensitive techniques for investigating the molecular
ordering and dynamics in the surface vicinity is thus a very important issue for understanding the mechanism of alignment and switching. An important aspect of the
thesis was therefore the development of the surface sensitive nonlinear optical second
harmonic generation (SHG) technique · ,7 " ,8 for measuring the molecular motion in the
surface vicinity during electric field induced reorientation. In addition a simple and
easily controllable way to obtain phase matched (PM) quadrupole SHG in ncmatic
LC cells was demonstrated. The method is based on the electric field control of
the molecular orientation and thus the birefringence. Depending on the polarization
combination, both type I and II phase matching 37 39 were observed.
This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 a short introduction to the subject
of liquid crystals is given. Chapter 3 gives a general introduction to the nonlinear
optical second harmonic generation technique. In chapter 4 methods of LC sample
preparation and experimental techniques are described. In chapter 5 a clean, contactfree method for LC alignment based on the use of magnetic fields is presented. The
study of the electro-optical response of magnetically aligned cells is piesented in chapter 6.
In chapters 7 and 8 I discuss different aspects of nonlinear optical phenomena
during molecular reorientation induced by an external electric field. Chapter 9 describes a new method of manufacturing multistable liquid crystal cells. The thesis is
concluded by a summary and outlook for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Liquid Crystals: fundamentals and applications

A n this chapter a short introduction to the subject of liquid crystals is given.

2.1

Liquid Crystal state

The study of liquid crystals (LCs) began in 1888 when an Austrian botanist named
Friedrich Reinitzer observed that a material known as cholesteryl benzoate had two
distinct melting points 1 . In his experiments, Reinitzer increased the temperature of
a solid sample and watched the crystal change into a hazy liquid. As he increased
the temperature further, the material changed again into a clear, transparent liquid.
Because of this early work, Reinitzer is often credited with discovering a new phase of
matter - the liquid crystal phase. Physically, LCs are observed to flow like liquids, but
they have some properties of crystalline solids, like optical birefringence2. Crystalline
materials demonstrate long range periodic ordei in three dimensions. By definition,
an isotropic liquid has no positional, nor orientational order. Liquid crystals are a
state of matter that have properties between tliose of a conventional liquid and those
of a solid crystal. Liquid crystals can thus be considered as crystals which have lost
some or all of their positional order and may flow like a liquid, while maintaining
orientational order 3 to some extent. A prerequisite for a liquid crystal (LC) phase
is therefore the existence of a strong anisotropy in the molecular building blocks. A
number of different types of molecules can form LC phases. What they all have in
common is a certain degree of anisotropy, usually they are quasi 1-dimensional (rod
7
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like molecules) or quasi 2-dimensional structure (plate-like molecules) .
Liquid crystals can be classified into two main categories: thermotropic liquid
crystals, and lyotropic liquid c r y s t a l s 3 , 4 . Thermotropic LCs exhibit a phase tran
sition into the LC phase as t e m p e r a t u r e is changed, whereas lyotropic LCs exhibit
phase transitions as a function of concentration. In this thesis I will only use and
describe thermotropic LCs. Most thermotropic LCs will have an isotropic phase at
high t e m p e r a t u r e . Heating will eventually drive t h e m into a conventional liquid phase
characterized by random and isotropic molecular ordering, and fluid-like flow behav
ior, see figure 2.1.

Crystal

Nematic LC

Isotropic

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a thermotropic nematic liquid crystal.
The director η corresponds to the average orientation of the nematic LC molecules.
T h e various LC phases (called mesophases) can be characterized by the type of or
dering t h a t is present. One can distinguish positional order (whether or not molecules
arc arranged in any sort of ordered lattice or layers) and orientational order (whether
or not molecules are pointing in the same direction). Moreover, order can be either
short-range (only between molecules close t o each other) or long-range (extending to
larger, sometimes macroscopic, dimensions).
In my research I used the most common type of LC molecules t h a t form a nematic
phase, which is the simplest LC phase. In this phase the molecules have no positional
order, but they do have long-range orientational order, as the molecules tend t o align
along the same direction n, called the director, sec figure 2.1. Strictly speaking,
η is not a vector, but it can be represented as an unit vector with an additional
inversion symmetry (the molecular orientation does not distinguish up from down).
Thus, the molecules flow and their centre of mass positions are randomly distributed
as in a liquid, but they all align in the same direction (within each domain). Most

9
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nematic molecules are uniaxial: they have one axis that is longer and preferred,
with the other two being equivalent (can be approximated as cylinders). Typical
nematics are polarizable rod-like organic molecules on the order of 2 nanometers in
length. A typical example of a very common liquid crystal molecule is 4'-pentyl-4biphenylcarbonitrile (5CB) shown in fig 2.2.

C5HI

'^O^O^

CN

Figure 2.2: Liquid Crystal molecule 5CB (4'-pentyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile).
This elongated, anisotropic geometry of rod-shaped molecules therefore allows for
preferential alignment along one spatial direction 4 .

2.2

The order parameter

The distinguishing characteristic of the nematic liquid crystalline state is the tendency
of the molecules to align along a common axis, called the director, see fig 2.1.
To quantify the amount of orientational order in a LC phase, an order parameter
(Q) is defined by considering the angle θ of the long molecular axis of the molecules
with respect to the director of the LC (n), see fig 2.1. The order parameter is defined
as follows3:
2

g = (1/2) (3 cos 0 - 1 ) .

(2.1)

The brackets denote an average over all of the molecules in the sample. This definition
is convenient, since for a completely random and isotropic sample, the average of the
cosine term is zero, and therefore the order parameter is equal to zero, Q=0, whereas
for a perfectly aligned sample (5=1. For a typical liquid crystal sample, Q is of
the order of 0.3 to 0.9, and generally decreases as the temperature is raised, as a
result of molecular motion. In particular, a sharp drop of the order parameter to 0
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is observed at the first order phase transition from the nematic LC phase into the
isotropic phase. The order parameter can be measured experimentally in a number
2
3
6
of ways. For instance, birefringence , Raman scattering , and NMR can be used to
determine Q. In this thesis the order parameter was measured by optical birefringence,
the method which is described in details in chapter 4.
Due to their anisotropic arrangement in the liquid-crystalline phase in combina
tion with their intrinsic molecular anisotropy, LCs show anisotropy in a number of
macroscopic physical properties. The most important for their applications in LCDs
arc the static dielectric susceptibility (ε(0)), the refractive index (n), and the magnetic
11
susceptibility {χ )-

2.3

Elastic continuum theory

A microscopic theoretical treatment of fluid phases can become quite involved owing
to the high material density, which means that strong interactions, hard-core repul
3
sions, and many-body correlations cannot be ignored . In the case of liquid crystals,
anisotropy in all of these interactions further complicates the analysis. There are a
number of fairly simple theories, however, that can at least predict the general behav
ior of the phase transitions in liquid crystal systems without the need in going into
the underlying microscopic mechanisms.
In the clastic continuum theory formalism 3,7 , a liquid crystal material is treated
as a continuum; molecular details are entirely ignored. Rather, this theory considers
perturbations to a presumed oriented sample.

Figure 2.3: Elastic deformation of a nematic LC.
One can identify three types of elastic distortions that could occur in an oriented
sample, see figure 2.3: (1) splay of the material, where bending occurs perpendicular
to the director; (2) bend of the material, where the distortion is parallel to the director
and mesogen axis; and (3) twists of the material, where neighboring molecules are
forced to be rotated with respect to one another, rather than aligned in the direction
perpendicular to the director. All three of these types of distortions incur an energy
penalty. The response of the material can then be decomposed into terms based on

11
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the elastic constants corresponding to the three types of distortions. A liquid crystal
medium prefers a uniform director distribution. T h e equilibrium s t a t e of the director
in non-chiral systems is a non-varying director. A variation of the director in space
induces an increase of t h e free energy. According t o the elastic theory for liquid
crystals, the elastic energy related t o the variation of the director η in space can be
written as

Feiasuc = \ [ t f n [V · n ] 2 + K22

[n • (V χ n ) ] 2 + # 3 3 | n χ (V χ n ) | 2 ] ,

(2.2)

with the three elastic constants ATn, K22 and ΑΓ33. This equation is known as the
Osccn-Frank distortion energy. T h e three t e r m s in the equation are related to distor
tions due t o splay, twist and bend respectively. General deformations are a mixture
of these three types.
Calculations of the equilibrium director distribution involve minimizing the total
free energy of the system. T h e total energy of a liquid crystal is made up of two
components: the elastic energy density (as described above) and the surface energy
Fsurface related t o the alignment of the director at the surfaces of t h e considered
volume 2 .

2.4

LC alignment

2.4.1

The role of interfaces

In the absence of an external field, the director of a liquid crystal is free to point in any
direction. It is possible, however, to force t h e director to point in a spec ific direction
by introducing an external perturbation t o the system. In most LC applications,
these perturbations are usually the surfaces of the walls of the LC container. Special
surface t r e a t m e n t s can be used in liquid crystal devices to induce specific orientations
of the director in the surface plane. For example, when a thin polymer layer is coated
on a glass substrate and rubbed in a single direction with a cloth, it is observed t h a t
liquid crystal molecules in contact with t h a t surface align with the rubbing diiection.
The currently accepted mechanism for this is believed to be an epitaxial growth of
the liquid crystal layers on the partially aligned polymer chains in the near surface
layers of the polymer film8.

2.4.2

Liquid Crystal Textures

T h e term texture refers t o t h e orientation of liquid crystal molecules in the cell. Each
liquid crystal mesophase can form its own characteristic textures, which are useful for
identification. We consider here only the nematic textures. If mesogenic materials are
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confined between closely spaced plates with rubbed surfaces and oriented with rubbing
directions parallel, the entire liquid crystal sample can be oriented in a planar texture,
as shown in figure 2.4.

Planar texture

Homeotropic texture

Figure 2.4: LC textures
Mesogens can also be oriented normal to a surface with the use of appropriate
polymer films, or in the presence of an electric field applied normal to the surface,
giving rise to the homeotropic texture, as illustrated in fig 2.4.
Depending on surface treatment and materials properties a substrate will orient
the nematic LC directors in a preferred direction called pretilt angle, the angle between
the surface plane and the director orientation. Planar textures have small pretilt angle1
0-10° and for the homeotropic textures the angles between the surface plane are close
to 90°.

2.5

External influences on Liquid Crystals

T h e use of liquid crystals in a variety of applications strongly relies on the fact t h a t
external perturbations can cause significant changes in the macroscopic properties
of a liquid crystal system. Both electric and magnetic fields can be used to induce
these changes. The response of liquid crystal molecules to an electric field is the major
property utilized in industrial applications. T h e magnitude of the fields, as well as t h e
speed at which the molecules change their orientation are important characteristics
industry has to deal with.
T h e ability of the director to align along an external field is caused by the electronic
structure of the molecules. Permanent electric dipoles appear when one end of a
molecule has a net positive charge while the other end has a net negative charge.
When an external electric field is applied to the liquid crystal, the dipole molecules
tend to orient themselves along the direction of the field, see figure 2.5.
Even if a molecule does not form a permanent dipole, it can still be influenced
by an electric field. In some cases, the field produces slight re-axraugements of the
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E=0

a)

E > E th

b)

r

Figure 2.5: Orientation of LC molecules in an electric field, a) initial orientation;
b)alignment of LC molecules in the electric field.

electrons and nuclei in the molecules such t h a t an induced electric dipole appears.
While not as strong as p e r m a n e n t dipolcs, orientation with an external held is still
possible.
An electric field causes reorientation of t h e director n, due t o t h e collective re
sponse of the LC molecules t o t h e applied electric field E. Consequently, an electric
contribution t h a t should be added to t h e free energy density, is:

Felectric = - ^ E D = ^ ε ο ε ( Ε η ) 2 ,

(2.3)

where E is t h e electric field, D is the electric displacement field, ε the dielectric
permittivity tensor and εο is the electric permittivity of vacuum.
The effects of magnetic fields on liquid crystal molecules are analogous t o electric
fields. Most LC organic molecules are diamagnetic. Because magnetic fields are
generated by moving electric charges, magnetic dipoles are induced in the electric
charge distribution in the LC molecules. T h e induced magnetic dipoles are responsible
for the reorientation of the LC molecules in a magnetic field H . T h e LC molecules
tend t o orient themselves parallel to the magnetic field, decreasing the distortion of
the magnetic field flux when they are perpendicular to H , see figure 2.6.
The magnetic contribution t o the free energy density is given by

FB

= - ^ B H = -1-μα-λχ[Βηγ,

(2.4)

where Β is t h e magnetic induction, /ÌQ is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, χ is
a magnetic susceptibility tensor.

Liquid Crystals: fundamentals and applications
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Figure 2.6: Orientation of LC molecules in a magnetic field. In case (a) the lines
of force are more distorted and the energy is higher, therefore the LC molecules
tend to choose an orientation along H.

2.5.1 Electric field controlled birefringence
Nematic liquid crystal (NLG) media have uniaxial symmetry, which means t h a t in
a homogeneous liquid crystal medium a rotation around the director over any angle
leaves the medium invariant. T h e bulk ordering has a profound influence on the way
light and electric fields behave in the material. Uniaxial anisotropy results in different
electrical and optical parameters along the director or in a plane perpendicular to it.
This gives rise t o interesting technological possibilities. Two relevant phenomena
are the following: optical birefringence of the molecules and the reorientation of the
molecules in an electric field.
T h e birefringence, or optical anisotropy, is wavelength and temperature dependent
and defined by t h e equation

Δ η — n | | — rij_,

(2.5)

where n | | and ηχ are the components parallel and perpendicualr to the director,
respectively, see figure 2.8. For rod-like molecules ηιι > n± and Δ η is, therefore,
positive and can be between 0.02 t o 0.4 7 .
For k | | n , ( n is the director) light of any polarization propagates along t h e optical
axis with t h e same velocity c/n±. For example, this corresponds to the normal in
cidence of light onto a homeotropically aligned nematic layer, see figure 2.7(a). For
an arbitrary angle between k and n, see figure 2.7(b), the beam of unpolarised light
can always be decomposed into two beams. T h e ordinary ray propagates with veloc
ity c/n0 independent of the incidence angle, where n 0 = η χ . T h e extraordinary ray
propagates with velocity c/ne, where the index η? depends on t h e incident angle and
is given by:
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a).

b).

Figure 2.7: Normal light incidence on a NLC cell with (a) horneotropic and (b)
tilted alignment (k is light propagation vector, e is light polarization vector, η is
the director).

n± -nu
Jnlsin2e

(2.6)

+ n 2 ro.s''20

where θ is the angle between the light polarization vector e and the director n 2 ' 1 , sec
figure 2.7(b). By reorienting the director in an external electric field we change n,. and
thus the phase difference between transmitted extraordinary and ordinary polarized
light.
T h e competition between the orientation produced by surface anchoring and by
an electric field is exploited in liquid crystal devices. Consider t h e case in which liquid
crystal molecules arc aligned parallel to the confining surfaces and an electric field
is applied perpendicular to the cell, as in figure 2.8. At first, as the electiic field
increases in magnitude, no change in alignment occurs. However at a threshold field
E > Efa — Τ Γ Λ / 4 7 ^ " ι deformation sets in. Deformation occurs where the director
changes its orientation from one molecule t o t h e next. T h e occurrence of such a
change from an aligned to a deformed s t a t e is called a Freedericksz transition. T h e
molecular reorientation in the bulk material is stronger t h a n at the surface due to
the anchoring t o the confining surfaces. Consequently the angle of reorientation will
therefore be a function of t h e distance from the surface θ{ζ).
T h e Freedericksz transition is fundamental t o the operation of many liquid crystal
displays because the director orientation (and thus the optical properties) can be
controlled easily by the application of an electric field. T h e reorientation of LC
molecules out of the surface plane leads t o a change of the extra-ordinary refractive
index ne.
Tilting the molecules causes a gradual reduction of nc until the incident polar
isation vector and the director are perpendicular, when the refractive index of the

Liquid Crystals: fundamentals and applications
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Figure 2.8: LC molecules reorientation in an external electric field.
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material equals n0. As an example, for t h e E63 LC mixture, during molecular reori
entation t h e value of ne, at λ = 632,8 nm, changes from η ε ( ω ) = 1.71 at 0 volts, t o
ηε{ω) — η0{ω) = 1.50 at sufficiently high voltage (above 10 V for a 5 μιη thick cell),
when all molecules are reoriented. Figure 2.9 present t h e change of An = ne - n0
as a function of Θ. As t h e molecular tilt is non-uniform throughout t h e thickness of
the cell, t h e extraordinary index of refraction ne varies accordingly. ne is t h u s both
a function of position and applied voltage. On t h e other hand, tilting the molecules
towards the cell normal does not alter n0 as an incident light beam remains polarised
perpendicular to t h e director at t h e cell surface no m a t t e r what t h e tilt angle may be.
As such, t h e parallel, homogeneous cell configuration utilising nematic liquid crystals

2.6 Summary
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(of positive dielectric anisotropy) acts as a wave plate of continuously variable retardaiice. The phase difference G between transmitted extraordinary (c) - and ordinary
(o)-polarizcd light induced by the biréfringent NLG molecules is given by 2
G

=^(

nc[e(Z)]dz-d-n0),
*

(2.7)

JO

with the wavelength λ, the cell thickness d, the ordinary index of refraction of the
NLG molecules n0, the extraordinary index of refraction η? given by equation 2.6 and
the local director θ(ζ). However, linear transmission experiments probe the phase
retardation of the whole NLG cell, and thus only an average director angle, < θ(ζ) >,
defined as
1 rd
<θ>=-

/ θ(ζ)άζ,

(2.8)

α Jo
can be determined. It is associated with an averaged effective index of refraction rie,
which is given by equation 2.6, replacing the angle θ(ζ) by < θ(ζ) >. The transmission
I of the polarizer - NLG cell-analyzer system is related to the phase difference by
I ~ 7osin 2 (G/2).

(2.9)

Thus the motion of the averaged director angle, < θ >, can be determined from
the transmission data with the aid of equations 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9.

2.6 Summary
To summarize, liquid crystals are unusual materials, with stiong structural and optical
anisotropics and very large birefringence that is easily controllable by applied electric
fields. These properties make them indispensable in the modern display industry
and in a variety of other applications. In the following, we look at nonlinear optical
properties of the LCs, that help in characterization of the LC interfaces.
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CHAPTER 3

Introduction to Nonlinear Optics: Optical Second Harmonic
Generation

A n this chapter a brief general introduction to nonlinear optical phenomena is given,
with the emphasis on the specific applicability of the second order optical piocess of
second harmonic generation (SHG) in molecular materials, such as liquid crystals.

3.1 Interaction of light with matter
Optics describes the interaction of light with matter. Most optical phenomena die
linear, in the sense that the response of a material is independent of the intensity
of the applied light. Also, the frequency of the response is the same a-s that of the
incoming light.
Light, or electro-magnetic (EM) radiation in general, can be described by a time
and space vaiying electiic (E) and magnetic (B) field. For example, the clectiic field
component of a monochromatic wave can be written as
r

E(r,t) = E0(e^ -^+cc),

(3.1)

with a time-dependent phase term ut, and a space-dependent phase term k • r. ω
is the frequency of the electro-magnetic radiation, |k| = 2πη/λ — ηω/c (with λ
the wavelength, c the speed of light in vacuum, and η the refractive index) is the
19
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wave vector that indicates the direction of light propagation, and re denotes complex
conjugate.
If the intensity of the incident light is sufficiently low, the relation between the
induced dipole moment μ(ω) and the electric field Ε(ω) is given by
μ(ω) = α(ω)Ε{ω),

(3.2)

with η(ω) being the molecular first-order polarizability or linear polarizability. The
argument ω refers to the frequency of the electro-magnetic radiation. This argument
is often omitted, but we should always realize that the polarizability is a frequencydependent quantity. The total dipole moment of the molecule (or molecular polariza
tion) ρ is then the sum of the permanent dipole moment μο and the induced dipole
moment μ (ω)
ρ = μ ϋ + μ(ω).

(3.3)

The induced polarization of the entire medium, arising from the sum of these
induced dipole moments, is given by
Ρ(ω)=Υ/μι(ω) = χ^(ω)Ε(ω),

(3.4)

ι

with χ' 1 '(ω) the first-order susceptibility (or linear optical susceptibility).

3.2

Nonlinear susceptibility. Second harmonic generation

The invention of the laser opened a completely new field of nonlinear optical phenom
ena and applications. When a medium is illuminated by a high power optical beam
(power densities 105 — 109 W-cui - 2 ), equation 3.4 no longer holds and the relation
between polarization and electric field is no longer linear, sec figure 3.1.
In this nonlinear regime, the polarization can be expanded in a Taylor series in
terms of the total applied electric field. The induced polarization is then written as
Ρ = P ( 1 ) + P < 2 ) + P ( 3 ) + ... = χ ( 1 ) Ε + χ ( 2 ) Ε Ε + χ ( 3 ) Ε Ε Ε + ...,

(3.5)

where P* 1 ' is linear in the electric field, P* 2 ' is quadratic in the electric field, P ' ' ! '
is cubic in the electric field, and so on. χ ' 2 ' and χ ' 3 ' arc the second- and thirdorder susceptibilities (or first and second-nonlinear susceptibilities), characterizing the
nonlinear optical response of the medium. The nonlinear susceptibilities are small,
χ Ο 3> χ ' 2 ' 3> χ ' 3 ' 3> ..., and the conversion into higher harmonics is correspondingly
inefficiënt - except for extremely intense fields.
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Figure 3.1: Linear and nonlinear responses of I he electric polarization (I') with
the strength of the input electricfield(E).

ft can be easily seen t h a t χ ' 2 ' is responsible for nonlinear optical effects. If we focus
on the term P ' 2 ' t h a t is quadratically dependent on the electric field and combine it
with the expression for t h e electric field E, see equation li.l, we obtain:
p(2)

=

χ

(2)ΕΕ

=

x

(2) Eo ( e ,(k.r-u,t)

= 2 χ ( 2 ) Ε 2 + x(2)E2(pî(2k

Γ

+

ΓΓ

) Ε ( ) ( ^ < 1 < · ' - ω ί > + CC)

- 2 ω ί ) + cc).

(3.6)

Hence, due t o the nonlinear interaction, an additional frequency-independent term
and a term a t the double frequency arise. T h e first one is a process called optical
rectification, and the second one is frequency doubling or second-harmonic generation
(SHG).

3.3

Relationship between microscopic and macroscopic nonlin
earities in LC

Similarly to the induced macroscopic polarization, the induced dipolc moment of a
single molecule can be written as
f^ind

V " + μΜ + μ(3> + ..

( J ,
î(2)
r * ( l , E + β^'ΕΕ
+ 7 (3)ι
EEE + .

(:u)
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with β and 7 being the second- and third-order polarizabihty, respectively. Of special
2
interest in this thesis are the quantities χ* ' and β. Both quantities are responsible
for second-order nonlinear optical phenomena. Since susceptibility and polarizabihty
connect the product of the two field vectors with the polarization vector or induced
2
dipole moment, β and χ ' ' arc tensors of rank 3. They both contain 27 components
and can be represented by a 3 x 3 x 3 matrix.
2
To clearly indicate the tensor properties of χ* ', we can rewrite equation 3.6 as
p(2) _

(2) ρ

ρ

(3.8)

where the subscripts ijk refer to Cartesian coordinates in the laboratory frame. P^
is a component of the polarization vector, Ej^k are components of the electric field
Î2)

vector, and χ^Λ is a susceptibility tensor component.
A question naturally arises as to the relationship between the constituent molecules
and the properties of the bulk medium. Assuming that the intermolecular interac
1,2
tions are negligible, as is often the case in the optical response , we can relate
(2)
the macroscopic nonlinear second-order susceptibility χ^ i to the molecular nonlinear
(2)
polarizabihty βϊ I by
Y(2)

"M&ß^ί ^ '

(3.9)

where TV, is the density of molecules, G, ΐ is a transformation matrix, connecting
the molecular coordinates {ζ, η, ζ) with the sample coordinates {x,y,z) (see figure
3.2), and the angular brackets denote an average over the molecular orientational
distribution.

4 £

s

Ο
χ*

· -ς

CN

\J

Figure 3.2: The long molecular axis in relation to the sample coordinates.
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Many nematic liquid crystal (NLC) molecules, like 5CB and the NLC molecules
in the E63 nematic mixture used in onr study, have a dominant second-order polar2
izability element βίΑ along the long molecular axis ζ, and in this case wc can write
Xtjk in the simple form

xiS = ^<(i-0Ü-É)(k-0>/3«i-

O*·"))

Note that eq. 3.10 leads to the permutation symmetry
γ

(2) _

(2) _

(2) _ _ _ _

m

i

i

2

which is necessarily satisfied if Act is the only dominant element of/?' '. The number
(2)

of non-vanishing components of χ I depends on the intrinsic symmetry propeities of
the tensor and on the spatial symmetry of the LC film. The latter can be strongly
influenced by tho symmetry of the underlying substrate structure.

3.4

Symmetries in second-order nonlinear optics

In general, the number of independent components of χ ' 2 ' that are nonzero is de
termined by symmetry. Polarizabilities and susceptibilities exhibit various typeh of
symmetry that are of fundamental importance in nonlinear optics: permutation sym
metry, time-reversal symmetry, and symmetry in space. The time-reversal and per
mutation symmetries are fundamental properties of the susceptibilities themselves,
whereas the spatial symmetry of the susceptibility tensors reflects the structural prop
erties of the nonlinear medium. One of the consequences is that, for controsymmctric
(2)

materials, all tensor components χ k are null. Indeed, for a centrosymmetric system,
the electric field and the polarization transform as E —» —E and Ρ —>· —Ρ under
the action of a center of inversion. Because of the Neumann principle that states
that a symmetry operation is required to leave the sign and magnitude of physical
properties unchanged, χ ' 2 ' —> χ ' 2 ' . As a consequence, Ρ* 2 ' = χ ^ Ε Ε transforms
into — P ' 2 ' = x' 2 '(—E)(— E) and χ ' 2 ' has to be zero in tho electric dipolo approxi
mation. As a consequence, second-order nonlinear optical effects are not observed in
centrosymmetric crystals.
The inversion symmetry of any medium is broken at surfaces and interfaces, as
the material properties "up" and "below" the surface are different, and a surface
susceptibility tensor x s
^ 0. For that reason a second harmonic field of electric
dipole origin can be generated within the surface zone of centrosymmetric materials
and consequently provides information on their surface properties. SHG is therefore
an inherent surface sensitive optical probe for materials with a centrosymmetric bulk
structure 3 .
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There are a total of 18 possible independent elements of the surface suscepti
bility tensor χ3
' 4 - T h e actual number of independent elements, however, can be
drastically reduced by the symmetry of the surface or interface layer. In table 3 . 1 4 ,
independent nonvanishing elements of several surface classes are listed.
Table 3.1: Indepondenl nonvanishing elements of χ;
symmetry classes (surface is in the x-y plane).

k

for surfaces of various

Symmetry classes

Location of mirror plane

Independent nonvanishing elements

c,

No mirror

xxx, xxy=xyx, xyy, yxx, yxy=yyx,
yyy, xxz=xzx, xyz=xzy, yxz=yzx,
y y ^ y z y » z x x i zxy=zyx, zyy, xzz,
yzz, zxz=zzx, zyz=zzy, zzz

y-?-

xxy=xyx, yxx, yyy, xxz=xzx
yyz=yzy, zxx, zyy, yzz, zyz=zzy, zzz

C\v
C2v
Ci\,

C^v, Cbv

3.5

or

CG

isotropic

x-z, y-z

xxz=xzx, yyz=yzy, zxx, zyy, zzz

No mirror

xxz=xzx=yyz=yzy, zxx=zyy,
xyz=xzy=-yxz=-yzx, zzz

x-z, y-z

x x z = x z x = y z y = y y z , zxx=zyy, zzz

Symmetry of Liquid Crystal molecules

T h e arguments regarding the symmetry of a medium relates to the macroscopic coef
ficient xtjL· and are characteristic of the medium as a whole. Therefore, even though
a molecule1 may lack inversion symmetry, if it forms a crystal possessing a center of
inversion, all of the tensor elements will be zero in t h e dipole approximation. An NLC
is composed of rod like, asymmetric molecules, such as 5CB, with the long axis of t h e
molecules pointing along a common direction, t h e director, while they do not posses
positional order. Because most NLCs molecules arc locally oriented a n t i p a r a l l e l 2 ' 5
to each other, see fig. 3.U, uematics have macroscopic inversion symmetry and t h e
electric-dipole SHG vanishes in the bulk. However the large nonlinear optical suscep
tibility of individual molecules, made the SHG technique a very useful tool for t h e
study of surface alignment of N L C molecules 4 , 6 .
2

T h e number of independent components of χ ' ' t h a t are nonzero is determined
by the symmetry of the surface layer. For an isotropic distribution of molecules in
the surface layer, there arc only two independent nonvanishing components of χ ' 2 ' 0 .
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NCHQHQ^V

•

ξ
Figure 3.3: Schematic depiction of an antiparallel 5CB molecular pair in the bulk.

(2)

With a dominant βςΛ, they are related to the molecular orientation as follows:
Χζζζ = Ν»(ν,ο*Λθ)βξξξ
Xzn = Χιζι = Xziz = 2N>> (sin 2 6»cos6») βξξζ,

(3.12)
(3.13)

where i, j = x, y and θ is the (polar) angle between ζ and z. If the molecules have
a preferred alignment along χ in the surface plane, then the resulting C\v symmetry
allows six independent, nonvanishing components of χ' 2 ':
Xzzz = Na (cos 3 Θ) PM
Χ,,,

= -Ns

(sin 3 θ cos 3 φ) /3 ί ί £

(3.14)
(3.15)

Xzyy = Xyzy = Xyyz = N A (cOS θ Hill2 θ Ulli2 φ) βξξξ

(3.16)

XzsT = Xxzx = Χχχζ = Ν., (von θ sin2 θ cos2 φ) β^

(3.17)

Χζχζ = Χζζχ = Χχχζ = -Ns
Xxyy = Xyxy = Xyyx = -Ns

(cos2 θ sin θ cos φ) βξξξ

(3.18)

(sin3 9sin2 tfiCOStp) βξξξ,

(3.19)

where φ is the azimuthal angle defined in figure 3.2. T h e components of χ^ can be
deduced from surface SHG measurements performed by using different combinations
of the polarizations of the in-coming fundamental and the out-going SHG beam. In
addition to this the SHG is usually measured as a function of the rotation of the
sample around its surface normal n 2 .
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3.6

Beyond the electric-dipole approximation: quadrupole bulk
contributions

The nonlinear interaction between the material and the electro-magnetic field can
be treated to various degrees of detail. Up to now, we only considered electricdipole contributions to the nonlinear optical response, but, in general, higher-order
contributions may occur.
Taking into account all SH radiation sources induced by the fundamental Ε(ω)
field, up to the first order spatial derivatives in the electric field, the effective nonlinear
3
polarization P,, oscillating at Ίω is given by :
p(2) - p W _ v - g
2

-^-^LyxM^,

(3.20)

2

where P^ ', Q^ and M^ ' denote electric-dipole polarization, clcctric-quadrupolc po
larization, and magnetization, respectively. These quantities are all quadratic func
tions of the field and/or its derivatives and therefore contribute to the SHG signal.
In the situation of inversion symmetry in both space and time, that is, nonmagnetic
materials, the second order magnetization vanishes. Therefore, in this ca.se only the
electric dipolar and the electric quadrupolar polarizations are sources for the SHG.
Introducing susceptibilities for the electric dipole and electric quadrupole source po
larization 4 · 7 , 8 :
p(2)

=

x

(2,rf)EE

+

X

(2,9)

E V E )

^

2 1

)

,,(2)

=χ<' 2 < ' ) ΕΕ,

Q

05.22)

the generalized SH polarization is, according to eq.:}.2(), given by:
Ρ^

= x ( 2 - d ) E E + χ«2·") E V E + ( V ^ 2 «>)EE,

(3.23)

where a general SH quadrupole susceptibility χ^ 2 ''' is defined as:
χ

('2, ( ί )

=

[ χ

()2,9)_2χ(2,/)]>

( 3

_24)

The electric dipole allowed contributions are indicated by a superscript " (d)" and
the quadrupole contributions by "(q)"- All y^l'd^ are tensors of rank 3 and all χ*2''*
are tensors of rank 4.
The first term in eq.3.23, which is a pure electric-dipole term, vanishes in the
bulk of a cent rosy mmet rie medium, as we discussed in the previous subsection. The
other two terms represent electric quadrupole contributions. The second term in the
equation is related to the field gradient, and consists of a term xj,
proportional
to the gradient of the incoming fundamental field, and a term xq
proportional

3.7 Electric field induced second harmonic generation
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to the gradient of the induced quadrupole polarization 9 . In the bulk of a homoge
neous non-absorptive material χ ' 2 ' ' is obviously zero, and can be therefore neglected.
However, near surfaces and interfaces this term can be significant. In addition, con
siderable contribution from this term can be expected during the process of molecular
reorientation due to strong inhomogeneities of the director across the LC cell.

3.7

Electric field induced second harmonic generation

The application of an electric field across an LC cell also leads to a breaking of the
inversion symmetry. Therefore, by applying an external electric field to a LC cell, we
will create an electric field induced second harmonic generation (EFISHG) signal i ' u ) .
Such EFISHG signal will be also generated from the bulk LC molecules.
The field induced contribution is governed by the fourth-rank tensor of the cubic
susceptibility χ ' 3 ' and can phenomcnologically be written as
p(2-<ic)(2w) = χ ( 3 ) Ε(ω)Ε(ω)Ε(0),

(3.25)

where E(0) is the dc-clcctric-field. To indicate the tensor properties of the third-order
susceptibility tensor χ' 3 ^, we can rewrite equation 3.25 as
rî^^X^kiEjEkÉ?,

(3.26)

where E^ and Efc are components of the optical field, and Ε° is the applied electric
field and χ[Αι is a susceptibility tensor component 1 1 .
Taking into account that many nematic LC molecules have a dominant third-order
polarizability element 7' *' along the long molecular axis ξ, the nonlinear susceptibility
xiiki c a n ^ )e elated to the molecular third-order polarizability 7LL by

XSL = N.((i • OU · 0(k · 0(1 · Obtf«,

(3-27)

where the brackets denote an average over the molecular orientâtional distribution.
While performing measurements with an applied dc-electric field, the EFISHG
contribution to the SHG signal should be considered and estimated. Choosing a
proper experimental configuration and conditions this contribution can be separated
from the total generated SHG signal, for more details sec chapter 8.

3.8

Summary

Thus we have seen in this chapter that the nonlinear optical response of liquid crystals
is very sensitive to the molecular arrangement in the LC cells and in particular to
the morphology of their interfaces. This sensitivity makes the SHG technique an
important tool for the LCs characterization, as will be shown in chapters 7 and 8.
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CHAPTER 4

Experimental details

J.V-Lethods of LC sample preparation and experimental techniques are described m
this chapter.

4.1

Sample preparation

A typical pixel of a liquid crystal display consist of a thin (~ 5 μιη) liquid crystal
(LC) layer sandwiched between transparent electrodes 1 that allow to switch the LC
molecules orientation and thus the optical properties of the layei 2 , see figure 4.1. The
sample preparation consists of several steps: substrate cleaning, polymer coating, suiface treatment and cell manufacturing. Depending on alignment technique and used
materials, the procedure varies. In this chapter the methods for sample preparation
by rubbing, magnetic field alignment (MFA), optical lithography and electron beam
(EB) lithography are presented. Depending on the purpose of the sample we used
cither pure glass plates or Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) coated optical glass plates (20-40
nm sputtered ITO, commercially available). Conducting ITO layers were used as
electrodes in electro-optical measurements.

4.1.1 Substrate cleaning
The first step in the sample preparation is the cleaning procedure: all remainders
(fat, contaminations) that could influence the anchoring, distort the alignment or
29
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even react with the LC, should be removed. Therefore, all substrates were cleaned
using the following procedure:
1. cleaning with an Alconox solution, using a cotton swab;
2. rinse with water;
3. rinse with ethanol, propanol or acetone;
4. ultrasonic cleaning in demi-water for 30 minutes;
5. leaving it in a 40 percent solution of sulphuric acid for a few hours;
6. ultrasonic cleaning in demi-water for 20 minutes;
7. blowing dry with N-z-

Figure 4.1: Liquid crystal cell. PI - polyimide, ITO - Indium-Tin-Oxide, LC liquid crystal.

4.1.2

Film coating

For the sample preparation I used two types of polymer materials: polyimide (PI)
from HD Micro System (PI255) and polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA). A solution of a
polymer for film coating was in a solvent with concentration from 0.5 to 2 wt%. The;
polymer films were prepared by spin-coating and their thicknesses were controlled by
the concentration of the solution and the spining speed. After the coating the solvent
excess was removed by subsequent annealing. For the preparation of a uniform PI
layer of about 250 mn thick, spin-coating with a 2 % solution of PI was done at 3000
rpm for 30 seconds. After coating the solvent was removed by annealing in an oven
at 180° C for 1 hour. The thickness of the polymer films was checked by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) 3 by looking at the edges of the films.

4.2 Liquid Crystals alignment

4.2

Liquid Crystals alignment

As samples we used planar cells made of polymer coated glass plates, which were
adjusted to 3 /xm, 6 μπι, 20 μτη and 50 /im thickness with polyethyleneterephthalate
(PET) spacers. After two spacers were placed in-between two substrates the cell was
glued on the corners. The thicknesses of the samples were tested by a Fabry-Perot
4
interferometer .
The cells were filled, using a capillary effect, with nematic LC molecules in the
isotropic phase in order to avoid flow alignment. Several nematic LC mixtures: 5CB
{TIN - 40° C), E63 {TIN ~ 87° C), ZLI-1132 {TIN - 70° C), ZLI-2061 {Τ[Ν ~ 80°
C) and ZLI-2293 {TIN ~ 85° C), (all from Merck) were used as active media. If
no alignment method was applied to the polymer layers, unaligned samples (with
2
domain size less than 20 μπι ) were obtained. In order to induce molecular orienta
tion in the cell we treated substrates by the conventional rubbing method, magnetic
field alignment (MFA) method, optical lithography or by electron beam lithography
techniques.
I) Rubbing method
Some samples were prepared by the conventional rubbing method. The aligning
surface (polymer coated substrate) of a sample was buffed by a home made rubbing
machine with velvet brush, schematically shown in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: LC cell alignment by nibbing.

II) Magnetic Field Alignment method
Another way to align an LC sample was cooling it through the isotropic-nematic
phase transition temperature in an applied magnetic field. A 2 Tesla (T) resistive
magnet was used for the sample alignment and the process was monitored via in situ
birefringence/transmission optical measurements. In the magnet the cells were placed
within a temperature-controlled chamber with the glass plates parallel to the field
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direction and the probing light was passing the cell at normal incidence, perpendicular
to t h e magnetic field. T h e vast majority of liquid crystal displays require uniform LC
molecular orientation, usually with a small angle between t h e director η and substrate;
this angle is called the " pretilt" angle. By exposing the cells t o a magnetic field slightly
out of t h e plane on an angle a, a pretilt angle in t h e alignment may be achieved, see
figure 4.3(b).

Figure 4.3: LC cell alignment in the magnetic field: a) position of the sample along
field; b) the sample is rotated and pretilt angle Q is induced. TC - temperature
controller
During t h e sample preparation t h e LC cells were heated above T/jy and afterwards
cooled in a constant magnetic field from the isotropic phase down t o the nematic phase
and t o room t e m p e r a t u r e . This resulted in uniaxial, mono-domain alignment, with
t h e cell director in t h e direction of t h e applied field. T h e alignment is stable after
the magnetic field removal due t o the strongly anchored/highly ordered surface layer,
which imposes its orientation t o the cell bulk. Different cooling rates, from 1° C/min
to 15° C/min were used.
T h e holder for t h e samples had transparent windows. It was made in order t o be
able t o perform in situ measurements of the birefringence of t h e sample during the
MFA procedure.

Ill)

3 D p a t t e r n e d structures. Optical and electron b e a m lithography

Bistable LC cells were manufactured by preparing certain geometrical configura
tions of 3D p a t t e r n e d structures in polymer films using optical lithography or electron
beam lithography. As structures, square formed holes (1 μηι χ 1 μτη, 2 μιη χ 2 μηι
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and 4 μπι χ 4 μιη sizes) were made in PMMA films coated on top of ITO. The
thickness of PMMA was 250 nm, 500 nm and 650 nm. On the other side of the cells
(top substrate) we used rubbed PI coated glass. The rubbed PI surface imposes a
LC alignment with high anchoring energy. The orientation of this top substrate was
such that the rubbing direction was parallel to the diagonal of the squares (edges
are oriented on +45° or —45° to it). The thicknesses of the spacers between the two
substrates were varied between 3 to 50 μιη.
The 3D patterned structures were made at the Josef Stefan Institute (Ljubljana,
Slovenia) using optical lithography 5 , 6 . Samples with additional in-plane electrodes
on the side of the boxes were mamifactured at DIMES (Technical University of Delft,
the Netherlands) using electron beam lithography 7 . The in-plane electrodes were de
signed for in-plane molecular switching between different stable LC states by applying
external electric fields in different directions. For other details see chapter 9.

4.3

Experimental investigation techniques

4.3.1 Linear birefringence setup
To characterize the induced anisotropy of the cells, a birefringence set-up was build
that allowed in-situ characterization of electric field and temperature dependencies.
Laser

Passive
retarder +4*° Ρ**
Photo
diode

Figure 4.4: Setup for linear measurements.
Figure 4.4 schematically shows the birefringence setup. The sample is placed in a
temperature-controlled chamber with electrical heating, temperature range 20-300° C
and temperature accuracy ±0.01° C. Using two motors UFS530 and motion controller
we could rotate the sample in the χ — y plane, around the azimuthal angle ψ, and in
the x — z plane, around the polar angle Θ. The nematic liquid crystal cells were placed
at normal incidence between crossed polarizers, and the transmission of a laser beam
(λ = 633 nm) was monitored with a fast photodiode and Lock-in amplifiers SR830.
The sample was placed between crossed polarizers with its axis of alignment at 45°
degrees relative to the polarizers. A rectangular balanced voltage of 2 kHz frequency
was applied across the cell for recording the retardation/transmission dependence
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on applied voltage. For signal generation we used function generator FG53. The
measurements of the dynamic behavior (the speed of the electro-optical response) of
the LC cells were performed with a digital oscilloscope, connected via GPIB port to
a PC.

4.3.2

Order parameter characterization

The morphology of an unaligned LC sample consists of microscopic domains, which
are strongly ordered locally, but with their orientation randomly distributed with
respect to each other, see figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Domain structure in a liquid crystal sample, a) schematic depiction;
b) optical microscope image of an unaligned 5CB nematic LC cell. A and Ρ denote
the orientations of the analyzer and polarizer, respectively.
The birefringence is proportional to a convolution between the local order, Qi, and
the domain orientation, Qo, and can not distinguish between the two: b = f{Q) —

fiQL-Qo).
Rotating the sample between crossed polarizers around the azimuthal angle φ and
measuring the light intensity passing through (the setup shown in figure 4.4) we can
de-convolute the signal in the local director contribution terms 8 . During rotation the
total light intensity collected by the photodiode detector is the sum of all individual
domain contributions, projected on a common axis.
ƒ, = ƒ()-sin 2 (6)-cos 2 (2-Vi),

(4.1)

where ψί is the azimuthal angle of a domain, see figure 4.5, the sin2{b) term represents
the degree of local order, which is only temperature dependent, hence identical for

4.3 Experimental investigation techniques

all domains. This term is related to t h e birefringence
equation 2.9.
T h e cell surface is in the xy plane, the incident
direction. Because of the four-fold syrriinetry of the
sample rotation in the plane orthogonal with the laser
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and the phase difference, sec
light is propagating in the ζ
axes, the total intensity, of a
beam, can be expressed as:

Ι {φ) - IQ • sin 2 (6) · [C, • cos 2 (2 · φ) + C 2 ] .

(4.2)

T h e fit parameters obey the constraint: C\ +C2 = 1. T h e domain order parameter
is simply described by Qp = Ci. Measuring t h e light intensity at φ = 0° (Imrn)
and
φ = 45° {Ιτηατ), we can calculate the order parameter QDImtn = Const • C2
Imax = COnst · (Ci + C2)
from here:
QD = C\ = 1 — Imm/Imax-

(4-3)

For an isotropic sample Imm/Imax = 1 and Qp = 0. Figure 4.6 shows some
numerical results for equation 4.2 for samples with different degrees of order: solid
line Qo = 1; dashed line QD = 0.5 and dashed-dotted line QD = 0.
Thus, using this formula the domain order parameter can be easily estimated from
the measurements of rotational anisotropy patterns.

4.3.3

Setup for second harmonic generation measurements

For t h e nonlinear second harmonic generation (SHG) measurements, a pulsed laser
beam from a Ti-sapphire laser (76 MHz repetition rate, 100 fs pulses) with a wave
length of 760 or 800 nm was focused onto the sample in a 50 /im spot. T h e average
laser intensity was 20 mW. T h e polarization of the incoming fundamental laser beam
could be chosen using a Babinet Soleil compensator, and a Gian-Taylor polarizer
was used afterwards to ensure a high degree of light polarization. An analyzer was
set to choose the polarization of the outgoing SHG, which was detected after proper
filtering with a photomultiplier, see figure 4.7. It was verified by spectral and in
tensity measurements t h a t only second harmonic light was generated. Some linear
measurements for birefringence determination were performed with the same laser,
two crossed polarizers, a rotational stage with the sample holder and a photodiode.
T h e laser beam was focused onto a LC cell at normal incidence, using a lens with
focal distance 200 mm. T h e coordinate frame is chosen so t h a t the t o p glass-LC
interface is in the J — y plane while t h e director of the LC at this plane is pointed
along the χ axis. T h e electromagnetic field is therefore propagating along the positive
ζ axis, see figure 4.7. For simplicity we used symbol Ρ when the polarization is parallel
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Figure 4.6: Rotaiional anisotropy patterns calculated from equation 4.2 for sam
ples with different degree of order: solid line Qu = 1; dashed line Qn — 0.5 and
dashed-dotted line Qu — 0.

to t h e long molecular axis and S when t h e polarization is parallel to the short axis.
£'+45" and £-450 are polarizations +45° and —45° to t h e long axis, respectively. A
rectangular balanced voltage of 2 kHz was applied perpendicular to t h e cell plane.
For t e m p e r a t u r e dependence measurements we used a sample holder with a heater.

4.4

Summary

In summary, t h e proper t r e a t m e n t of t h e confining substrates is essential for t h e LC
cells alignment. Several m e t h o d s of LC alignment are presented in this chapter. Their
complexity varies significantly for different alignment methods, from simple rubbing
to electron beam lithography, t h e latter being used for manufacture of multistable L C
cells, discussed in chapter 9.
To further characterize t h e LC cells and t o analyze their properties linear bire
fringence measurements, optical microscopes, as well as nonlinear optical techniques
were used.
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Figure 4.7: The setup for second harmonic generation experiments. BSC - Babinet
Soleil compensator, Ρ - polarizer, L - lens, RF - stop filter for SH frequency, BF
- stop filter for the fundamental frequency, PMT - photomultiplier, FG - function
generator, TC - temperature controller and MC - motion controller of the sample
holder.
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CHAPTER 5

Magnetic Field Alignment of Liquid Crystals for Display
Applications*

A n this chapter a novel method of liquid crystal (LC) alignment for fiat display applications based on the use of magnetic fields is presented. This method provides a
unique combination of advantages: it is clean, contact-free and does not induce mechanical stress or electrostatic charges. A way to make a stable magnetic field induced
alignment in LC cells and the interpretation of its thermal stability is presented.

5.1

Introduction

Understanding and control of surface ordering effects are essential for the application
of liquid crystal (LC) molecules for example in liquid crystal displays (LCDs). All
types of existing LCDs rely in their functioning on a proper treatment of the confining
surfaces for precise orientation control of their LC materials 1,2 .
For example, when a thin polymer coating (usually a polyimide) is spread on a
glass substrate and rubbed in a single direction with a cloth, it is observed that liquid
crystal molecules in contact with that surface align with the rubbing direction.
Until now the LCD manufacturing has relied on such rubbing of polymer films
ai) a unique alignment method 3 . However, rubbing has considerable disadvantages
*Part of lhii> chapter was published in M I Hoamfa, S V Lazarenko, E C M Vermolon, A
Kinlyuk, Th Rasing, Adv Maier 17 (5) 610-614 (2005)
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such as generation of dust, electrostatic charges and mechanical stress, wliich can
1
be detrimental for LCD application''' . Therefore a non-contact alignment technique
would be better suited for the task and alternative methods to obtain command layers
414
like photo or ion beam alignment are actively p u r s u e d .
In this chapter a novel method of LC alignment for flat display applications based
on the use of magnetic fields is presented. This method provides a unique combi
nation of advantages: it is clean, contact-free, does not induce mechanical stress or
electrostatic charges, works equally well for thin films and bulk samples and offers
LC cells with electro-optical properties that are best in their class (this issue will be
discussed in chapter 6).
1,2
The use of magnetic fields for LC reorientation is known from literature . How
ever, despite significant advantages, magnetic fields have only been used until now
2,1
lfl
for fundamental studies '''' rather than employed for practical applications. The
reason for this is that although LCs can be readily aligned in magnetic fields, the
induced orientation normally relaxes after the field is turned off or upon subsequent
heating of the sample above the LC clearing point.
In this chapter I describe a method that overcomes these difficulties: under the
influence of a magnetic field the LC molecules impose their aligned orientation on a
surface polymer coating, which subsequently - after the magnetic field is turned off retains a memory of the initial orientation and realigns the LC molecules.
The use of this method was verified for a variety of LC mixtures. The method can
also provide display cells with a controllable pretilt angle, which can be achieved by
exposing the cell substrate to a magnetic field pointed slightly out of the substrate
(or cell) plane.

5.2

Magnetic field induced orientation

Most organic molecules are diamagnetic, the diamagnetism being particularly strong
when the molecule is aromatic. A benzene ring, for instance, when it experiences a
magnetic field Β normal to its plane, builds up a current inside the ring, which tends
to reduce the flux going through it: thus the lines of force tend to be expelled and
this raises the energy. On the other hand, if the field Β is applied parallel to the ring,
no current is induced, the lines of force are nearly undistortcd and the energy is not
increased. Thus a benzene molecule tends to choose an orientation such that Β is
in the plane of the ring. Typical nematic LC molecules have two aromatic rings, see
chapter 2. The coupling for an individual LC molecule is very small. Every molecule
subjected to a magnetic field Β acquired an extra energy 1 6 :
ν • B2

£B = - m . B = - • £ — - ,

(5.1)

5.3 Sample preparation and order parameter for different LC mixtures
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where χ is the molar magnetic susceptibility tensor, μο the magnetic permeability of
vacuum, m the induced magnetic moment and N ^ the Avogadro number. For Β =
1 Τ the typical energy per molecule is in the range of Εβ « I O - 2 7 J. For almost all
molecules χ exhibits anisotropy 1 6 , Δ χ = X\\ — X±, where the indices || and _L denote
the magnetic susceptibilities parallel and perpendicular to the molecular axis. This
anisotropy gives rise to an orientation dependent energy and forces molecules to align
with respect to the magnetic field direction. However, this energy is very small when
compared to fcßT.
Thus a single molecule (e.g. in the vapor phase) would not be aligned in practice
by any achievable field B, because of thermal agitation. However in a single domain
of a nematic sample a large number of molecules, Ν > IO 8 , are acting collectively 2,17 .
Then the coupling energy is of order of N^-Eg 3> fcßT, and the sample will indeed
set its optical axis (predominant orientation of long axis of LC molecules) parallel to
B.
In thin samples there is often a competition between the alignment favoured by
the wall and that favoured by the field. One of the general parameters addressing the
interface property is the anisotropic anchoring energy Wa defined as Wa ~ WSQ where
Wa is the interaction energy between a LC film and the substrate, Q is a scalar order
parameter of the film, see also chapter 2. If Ws is large enough to resist destabilizing
factors, e.g. thermal fluctuations and elastic deformation forces, the anisotropy of a
thin LC film once induced by the substrate can be stable 18 .
Normally, Wa on a polymer substrate is quite large, so that at room temperature
even a magnetic field of several Tesla hardly affects the LC ordering on a polymer
substrate. However, Wa becomes smaller as Q decreases, for instance with increasing
the temperature close to the isotropic phase 19,20 . Thus, applying a magnetic field
(MF) near T/yv we can also reorient surface LC molecules. The problem is to impose
a stable alignment to the sample that would remain after the LC cell is cooled to
room temperature.

5.3

Sample preparation and order parameter for different LC
mixtures

As samples we used planar cells made of polyimide (PI) from HD Micro System
(PI255) coated glass plates, which were adjusted to 6 μπι, 20 μιη and 50 μπι thickness
with polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) spacers. Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO) coated op
tical glass plates (20-40 nm sputtered ITO, commercially available) were spin-coated
with a solution of PI polymer and the solvent excess was removed by subsequent
annealing at 180° C, the procedure ensuring a uniform polymer coating of about 250
nm thick. No alignment method was applied to the PI polymer layer and unaligned
samples (with domain size less than 20 μτη 2 ) were obtained if the cells were filled
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Figure 5.1: Microscope images of the LC cell filled with the NLC mixture ZLI
2293 in the isotropic phase: (a, c) before alignment; (b, d) aligned in a magnetic
field parallel to the spacers of the sample (in the upper images the orientation
of the spacers is at 45° with respect to the polarizer and analyzer, in the lower
images the orientation of the spacers is parallel to the analyzer or polarizer), e)
linear optical rotational anisotropy pattern of a magnetic field aligned sample.

with nematic LC mixtures, in the isotropic phase. Several nematic LC mixtures: E63
{Ύ[Ν ~ 87° C), ZLI-1132 {TIN ~ 70° C), ZLI-2061 {TlN ~ 80° C) and ZLI-2293
(T/JV ~ 85° C), (all from Merck) were used.
A 2 Tesla (T) resistive magnet was used for the sample alignment and the process
was monitored via in situ optical birefringence/transmission measurements, for details
see chapter 4. In the magnet the cells were placed within a temperature-controlled
chamber with the glass plates either parallel to the field direction or at a small angle,
and the probing light was passing the cell at normal incidence, perpendicular to the
magnetic field.
During the sample preparation the LC cells were heated above TJN and afterwards
cooled in a constant magnetic field from the isotropic phase down to the nematic phase
and to room temperature. This resulted in uniaxial, mono-domain alignment, with the
cell director in the direction of the applied field, see figure 5.1. The alignment is stable
after the magnetic field removal, apparently due to the strongly anchored/highly
ordered surface layer formed in the process, which imposes its orientation to the cell
bulk. Different cooling rates, from 1° C/min to 15° C/min, showed identical stableuniaxial-monodomain alignment.
In order to estimate the order parameter of MF aligned LC mixtures, rotational

5.4 Temperature range for a stable alignment of LC cells
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anihotropy measurements were performed, see figure 5.1(e).
The ratios of the maxima of the light transmission to the minima were obtained
from the rotational aiiisotropy patterns. T h e results for the different LC mixtures are
presented in table 5.1
Table 5.1: The optical contrast ratio for diiTerent LC mixtures; Qn is the domain
order parameter

LC mixture

Substrate

Ratio

Qn

E63
ZLI 2293
ZLI 1132
ZLI 2061
MLC 12000
MLC 12000

PI
PI
PI
PI
PI
ITO

600:1
540:1
200:1
200:1
30:1
60:1

0.998
0.998
0.995
0.995
0.964
0.983

Using the method which was described in chapter 4, we determined for every
LC mixture its order parameter. We found t h a t rubbed cells and MFA cells have
a comparable order parameter, although for the rubber samples it is still slightly
better. T h e domain order parameter Qp for the rubbed cells was in the range of
Qn « 0.990 -l· 0.999 and in the range of QD « 0.964 -l· 0.998 for the MFA cells. T h e
degree of alignment is sufficient in both cases for application purposes. T h e ratio of
maxima intensity to minima in the case of the E63 NLC mixture was up to 600:1.
Wc also prepared MFA samples with a pretilt angle of 7 — 10°, by exposing the
samples to the magnetic field at a small angle out of the cell plane. Our measurements
showed that the order parameter in these samples was better than for the ordinary
alignment (the one with the 0° pretilt). For tilted samples the ordei parameter was
in the range QD ~ 0.983 4- 0.999 and as such comparable to the range for rubbed
samples.

5.4

Temperature range for a stable alignment of LC cells

One of the most important criteria for the application of any alignment technique
is the thermal stability of the resulting LC alignment. T h e problem to use a MFA
method for display application is the loss of LC alignment after subsequently heating of the sample above TIN- In order to check the thermal stability a variety of
different temperatures (90 - 150° C) were used as starting points for the alignment
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procedure. Subsequently, the aligned samples were heated above the clearing point of
their LC, with no magnetic field applied, and the thermal stability of their alignment
was probed. We found that the samples prepared from an initial temperature of 100°
C did not recover their orientation but the ones prepared from an initial temperature
of 130° C did recover their initial uniaxial-monodomain alignment, even after a 30
minutes exposure to 150° C. The thermal stability was observed only for samples
aligned on PI covered substrates, the samples aligned on bare ITO substrates showed
no memory effect. The results of the test for samples aligned on PI substrates are
summarized in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Different range of temperatures for the sample preparation.

~ ^ ' " - — ^ ^ ^ Temperature
Alignment

^"~~~-\^^^

Achieved
upon initial
cooling

Stability
when field
is off-

Stability
after test
T»T1N-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Room
Temperature
0
25 C

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

forE63

T>T I N
o
o
90 -110 C
forE63

T»TÌN

120o-130oC
forE63

Applied magnetic field interval (field
on)
Cooling interval

Yes

τ,χ
0
82 C

!

__.
•

1

-

. - _ _

. . . . .

, ™ ,

If the magnetic field is on at a temperature below TIN, f lie molecules reorient
along the field but, because the surface molecules are not affected, the molecular
alignment relaxes to the initial position when the field is off. We can make a well
aligned uniaxial sample (induce the reorientation of surface molecules) if the alignment
is achieved by cooling the samples from initial temperatures in the range 87° — 120°
C. But the uniaxiality is not preserved after the sample is warmed up above the
Isotropic-Nematic transition with the magnetic field off.
Stable, permanent alignment is obtained when aligning and subsequently cooling
the cells from i;5ü0 C (temperature of the isotropic-nematic phase transition is near
87° C) in a constant magnetic field. The samples prepared in this way preserved their

5.5 Rotational anisotropy measurements
uniaxial alignment and a fa.st electro optical (EO) response, see chapter 6, even after
a test exposure of 30 min at 150° C. Different cooling rates during the alignment
procedure, from 1° C/min to 10° C/min, showed no influence on the EO response of
the ordered samples.
The strength of the applied magnetic field was found to influence mostly the overall
alignment of the samples, without affecting their EO response. Magnetic fields in the
range of 1-1.7 Τ were found to suffice for producing high quality aligned samples, with
a director order parameter of 0.96-0.99. The applied magnetic field wai> intentionally
restrained to these relatively low values, to demonstrate that it is possible to scale up
the whole alignment procedure to a useful size for industrial implementation.
One of the reasons which can explain the thermal stability of the cells heated till
130°, could be an influence of the applied magnetic field on the polymer layer at high
temperatures. In order to check this, additional measurements were performed. We
heated the samples up to 150° C and during cooling the field was on only until the
T/^. No alignment was observed.
An additional test was done in order to study the influence of the high magnetic
field up to 20 Τ on the polymer layer. We used a blank sample, not filled with a LC
mixture, for the sample preparation in 20 Τ cooled from 150° C. After filling the cell
with a LC mixture there was no alignment present and thus no induced orientation of
the polymer layer without LC molecules was possible. In another control experiment
the sample was heated up to 130° C and during cooling the magnetic field was switched
on only a few degrees above the Τ/ΛΤ transition. The obtained samples showed uniform
alignment, stable in the absence of the field and stable against the high temperature
(T=150 o C) exposure test, providing a memory effect (retaining a memory of the
initial orientation induced by the magnetic field).
The heating of the sample to a high temperature is thus imperative for the thermal
stability while the magnetic field has to be switched on only at temperatures close to
Τ/Λί·

5.5

Rotational anisotropy measurements

One of the possible explanations for the memory effect could be that the LC molecules
at the surface interact with the molecules of the PI substrate and keep their alignment
up till very high temperatures even without magnetic field. To check this in more
detail, we measured rotational anisotropy patterns at high temperature in order to
check the alignment of surface molecules and verify this explanation. We have studied
the orientational distribution of liquid crystal molecules using the surface specific
technique of optical second harmonic generation (SHG) and simultaneously-measured
linear birefringence.
The birefringence of a material results from its anisotropy. The anisotropy of
liquid crystals shows a strong temperature dependence, vanishing at the nematic to
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isotropic phase transition. Hence, the birefringence shows a significant temperature
dependence;. Using bulk sensitive linear measurements we could determine the order
parameter of t h e LC cells as a function of t e m p e r a t u r e . From the experimental
d a t a we see t h a t LC ordering vanishes at Τ higher t h a n T/jv, there are no four-fold
symmetry p a t t e r n s at T = 130° C, figure 5.2(b). Although this is obvious in the bulk
of the cell, the molecules on the surface could still preserve their alignment due t o the
strong anchoring energy t o t h e P I layer.

Figure 5.2: Rotational anisotropy patterns: a) surface alignment (SHG), b) bulk
alignment (linear optics) for LC mixture E63.
In order to study this surface ordering, rotational anisotropy SHG measurements
were performed at different temperatures. Below t h e T/yv we observed two fold sym
metry p a t t e r n s which correspond t o LC alignment along the direction with the max
imum SHG intensity (see figure 5.2). At t e m p e r a t u r e s above Τ/ΛΓ no anisotropy is
present, indicating t h a t LC molecules on the surface are unaligned.

5.6 Interpretation
To clarify t h e origin of the memory effect (LC director stability) two series of samples
(6/im, P I coated, filled with E63) were cooled in a constant magnetic field from 90110° C and respectively 130-15()0 C while studying in situ their optical birefringence
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and light transmissions. Upon cooling no significant signatures could be identified
between the two series, but upon an entire cycle - cooling and heating to the same
initial temperature, with the magnetic field on - all the samples cooled from the ISO0
ISO C consistently showed a small increase in their birefringence of about 0.1 degrees.
The high temperature of the observation indicates that the LC molecules cannot
be responsible for the recorded birefringence increase, however, a partial polymer
alignment can. It agrees with the results of the SHG measurements from the previous
section where no ordered LC surface layer that could be responsible for the memory
effect was observed at a temperature of 150° C. In another control experiment the
sample was cooled from initial temperatures of 130-150° C but the magnetic field
was turned on only a few degrees above the IN transition. The obtained samples
showed uniform alignment, stable in the absence of the field and stable against the
high temperature (T = 150° C) exposure test.

Magnetic field applied, Τ < T^LC alignment => Partial ordering of PI

Figure 5.3: Schematic depiction of a magnetic field induced LC alignment.
These findings suggest that the polymer layer plays an important role in the
stability and memory of the samples. It is our interpretation that at high temperatures
the LC molecules and the polymer inter-diffuse. Upon cooling, at the IN transition
the LC molecules begin to behave collectively 17 and the magnetic field is able to
align them along the field lines. Due to their intermixing, the alignment of the
LC molecules influences the morphology of the polymer and the surface polymer
layer adopts a configuration that is compatible with the uniaxial director of the LC
molecules. Figure 5.3 presents a schematic depiction of a magnetic field induced LC
alignment
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On further cooling the polymer chains have to contract in the presence of an
aligned LC director and this amplifies the initial field induced effect. Based on the
value of the observed increase in residual birefringence we estimate the thickness
of the ordered polymer layer to be about 2-5 inn. After the initial alignment, this
polymer conformation is preserved at the test temperature (T= 150° C), since this
is below its glass-isotropic transition temperature and no external forces are present.
Upon cooling, the aligned polymer surface induces ordering on the LC molecules that
subsequently recover their alignment along the initial director. In the case when the
cell preparation starts from a relatively low temperature, the LC - polymer mixing
docs not occur and the surface polymer structure remains unaffected. This has the
important consequence that the cell alignment does not survive upon heating above
the IN transition of the LC, consistent with our observations.

5.7

Conclusions

A method to make a stable magnetic field induced alignment in LC cells and the interpretation of its thermal stability is presented. We found that cooling the LC samples
from the isotropic phase, via the isotropic-nematic transition to room temperature, in
a constant magnetic field (1 - 2 T) resulted in uniformly planar-aligned samples, with
the LC director uniaxially aligned along the field direction. Their alignment remained
stable even after the field was turned off. The conditions for the preparation of wellordered, thermally stable cells with fast electro-optical response were obtained for a
series of LC mixtures. A suitable temperature range for the sample preparation is
described. We found that the "memory effect" for magnetic field aligned cells can be
explained by a polymer-LC intermixing and a partial ordering of the polymer layers.
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CHAPTER 6

Fast Electro-Optical response of Liquid Crystal cells: the role
of the surface*

A n this chapter I demonstrate that the electro-optical response of magnetic held
aligned cells is significantly enhanced - about ten times faster - as compared to the
response of traditionally rubbed cells. This appears to be due to the fact that in
a magnetic field aligned sample, the director is uniform both in the azimuthal as
well as in the polar plane. The samples aligned in a magnetic held yield the fastest
electro-optical response in the cla-ss of ncmatic liquid crystals (NLCs) used This fact
makes the use of the magnetic field alignment technique very attractive for commercial
application.

6.1

Introduction

Liquid crystals are widely used for different applications 1 6 because external peiturbations can easily cause significant changes in the macroscopic properties of the liquid
crystal (LC) system. The response of liquid crystal molecules to an electric field is the
major characteristic utilized in industrial applications 7 . The magnitude of the held,
as well as the speed at which the molecules respond are important characteristics for
industry.
*Parl of this chapter waö published in M I Boamfei, S V Lazarenko, E C M Vermolcn, A
Kinlyuk, Th Rasing, Adv Mater 17 (5) 610-614 (2005)
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6.2

Dynamics of electro optical response

In order t o measure t h e dynamic behavior and electro optical response of the LC cells
prepared by different techniques, linear transmission experiments were performed.

Figure 6.1: a)EIectric field dependence of the optical retardation/optical trans
mission of a magnetically aligned LC cell, (βμπι thick - PI coated sample, filled
with E63 nematic mixture, aligned in 1.7 T). The numbers/arrows in the main
panel show the speed of the electro-optical response of the cell when driven be
tween different retardation states (indicated by the dotted lines), always at λ/2
phase retardation apart. b)Sketches of the molecular orientation within the cell
at different applied voltages.

Figure 6.1(a) shows the measured transmission of a magnetically aligned NLC cell,
sandwiched between an analyzer and a polarizer, upon increasing the external electric
field, and the electro-optical (EO) response of the sample. Based on a simple model
described in chapter 2, the average director angle with respect t o the χ axis can be
calculated from the transmission data. Above t h e threshold voltage, under the influ
ence of t h e electric field normal t o the cell plane, t h e orientation of the LC molecules
begins to deviate from the planar configuration t o an out of plane orientation. As a
compromise between the dielectric and the elastic torque, the maximum deviation of
the director occurs in the middle of the cell 8 , (figure 6.1(b), middle LC cell sketch),
b u t for high voltages all LC molecules are oriented along the electric field direction
(figure 6.1(b), b o t t o m cell sketch). This results in the optical transmission chang
ing between minima and maxima, corresponding t o states of even and odd multiples
of λ/2 wave retardation respectively. T h e zero slope of the E O response below t h e
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threshold voltage and its sharp onset above t h e threshold indicates t h a t t h e samples
have only a small pre-tilt a n g l e 9 , 1 0 , of only 0.5 — 0.7 degrees.
Using an appropriate choice of applied voltages, combined with a variable passive
retarder (a Babinet-Soloil compensator), we switched t h e cell between different states
at λ/2 retardation a p a r t . In this way specific LC layers can be selected for switching,
with lower voltages corresponding t o layers in t h e middle of t h e cell and higher voltages
to layers closer t o t h e cell surface. T h e dynamics of t h e E O response involving t h e
surface layers of a magnetically aligned cell is shown in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Dynamics of the electro-optical response of a magnetically aligned LC
cell (6 μιη, PI, E63) for ditferent driving voltages, lower part. The cell is driven
at 215 IIz between two states at a λ/2 phase difference apart. The upper part
depicts the LC orientation for the on (left) and off (right) states: the LC layers
closest to the surface are responsible for the switching, while the bulk does not
contribute actively.

T h e response times of a 6 μιη - E63 cell operated at 25° C and 19 V, are found
to be τοη= 0.3 ms and r 0 / / = 2.3 ms, (0% to 100% transmission) with a contrast
ratio of 200:1. This is t h e fastest response time ever achieved in t h e whole class of
nematic LC mixtures (to our knowledge). For t e m p e r a t u r e s of 35-40° C, t h e usual
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working temperature of an LC display , the cells showed an even faster response: we
were able to drive a 6 /mi - E63 cell at 300 Hz, with response times of τοη— 0.25 ms
and T0ff= 1.7 ms. We estimate that a layer of about 0.4 μιη thick, in the vicinity of
both surfaces, actively participates in this switching mode while the bulk of the cell
keeps its orientation normal to the cell, sec figure 6.2.
Probing the speed of the EO response of the aligned cells we find that the LC
layers closer to the surface are the fastest while the ones in the middle of the cell arc
the slowest, sec figure 6.1(a). This fast response of the surface layers is a characteristic
signature of the magnetic field aligned cells. In comparison, the control cells that were
oriented by rubbing have their fastest response when the bulk layers of the cells are
involved, while their surface layers are the slowest.
Table 6.1: 'The speed of the electro-optical response of different LC mixtures at
25° C.

LC mixture

Magnetiic field alignment

Alignment by Rubbing

E63

215 Hz

20 Hz

ZLI1132

130 Hz

20 Hz

ZLI 2061

100 Hz

20 Hz

ZLI 2293

70 Hz

20 Hz

For 6 μιη cells, PI coated, aligned in a magnetic field of 1.7 Τ from an initial
temperature of 130° C, we have obtained a 215 Hz response ( τ ο η = 0.25 ms and
T0ff = 2.3 ms) for the E63 filled cell, 130 Hz ( r o n = 0.3 ms and τ„// = 3.5 ms) for
ZLI - 1132, 100 Hz (τοη = 0.3 ms and Toff = 5 ms) for ZLI - 2061 and 7ΰΗζ (τοη
= 0.3 ms and τ 0 // = 7 ms) for ZLI — 2293, when the layers closest to the surface
were used for switching. In contrast all the control cells aligned by rubbing of the PI
layer, showed a 20Hz response (τοη « 0.5-0.7 ms and T0ff = 25 ms), see table 6.1
when their bulk part was switched and an even slower response for the layers closer
to the surface.
Apart from its fast response, this switching mode has the advantage of a symmetric
molecule configuration, an important prerequisite for a wide viewing angle 1 1 . In
principle thinner cells can further decrease the operating voltages. The EO response
of the magnetically aligned cells did not show any changes after a test exposure of
15 min. at 150° C. Different cooling rates during the alignment procedure, from 1°
C/min to 10° C/min, showed no influence on the EO response of the ordered samples.
The strength of the magnetic field applied was found to influence mostly the overall
alignment of the samples, without affecting their EO response. Magnetic fields in
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the range from 1 to 1.7 Τ were found to suffice for producing high quality aligned
samples, with a director order parameter of 0.96 — 0.999. The applied magnetic field
was intentionally restrained to these relatively low values, such that it is possible to
scale up the whole alignment procedure to a useful size for industrial implementation.

6.3

Interpretation of the Fast Electro-Optical response

Let us now consider the EO response of uniaxially aligned cells. When an electric field
is applied to a cell, the LC molecules try to align relative to the electric field such that
their energy is minimised q ' 1 0 . However, due to the influence of the confining walls the
molecules respond differently across the cell. The molecules in the middle of the cell
respond the most, whereas the ones closest to the surface respond the least to this
external perturbation, which gives rise to an elastic stress. The director configuration
across the cell is obtained by minimizing the total energy 1 0 :
d

d

[ (Kn cos 2 61 + ^33 sin 2 Θ) (de/dz)2dz

+ W{e,)

ο

= [ε0ΑεΗΐη2θ

(V/dfdz,

(6.1)

Ü

where Kn and Ä33 are the splay and the bent elastic constants, W(9S) is the anisotropic part of the polar anchoring energy (the s index refers to surface related
properties), θ3 is the polar angle of the LC molecules relative to the cell plane, Δε
is the anisotropy of the LC dielectric constant, V the applied voltage and d is the
cell thickness. The initial response of the induced molecular reorientation to the
switching-on of the electric field can be described 1 0 by:
7

Ae-EyA-K-Kn-^/dZ-Wie^/d'

(6-2)

where 7* is the effective rotational viscosity 10 . As the electric field is turned off the
elastic and surface energy drive the LC molecules back to the initial uniaxial director
configuration:
7
off

~

Κη·π2/&

*
+

νν{θ,)/ά

(G.3)

The time scale for the field-on switching is dominated by the electric field term,
wherea-s the field-off relaxation process is determined by the elastic/surface energy
stored in the initial director deformation 10 . The symmetric form of the elastic term
in sino and coso in equation 8.10, combined with the fact that ΑΉ is comparable
to .Ksa 1 0 ' 1 2 ' 1 3 , makes the clastic energy to be approximately constant for all applied
electric fields.
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Figure 6.3: Anchoring energy (main panel) and surface angle (inset) of a magnet
ically aligned LC cell. The average elastic energy is indicated for comparison by
the grey band. The method to measure this dependence is described in chapter
7.

Figure 6.3 shows t h e elastic and t h e surface anchoring energy of a magnetically
aligned cell, (6 μιη, P I , E63) for different applied electric fields. T h e polar anchoring
energy was obtained from a direct measurement of t h e director orientation a t t h e
cell surface by second harmonic generation. T h e elastic constants were determined
from t h e threshold of t h e Frederick t r a n s i t i o n 1 0 . T h e elastic energy (density) is of
t h e order of 1 0 _ 6 J / m 2 and is basically constant for all voltages, while in contrast,
t h e surface energy (density) shows a strong voltage dependence. Due to t h e large
dielectric anisotropy of t h e E63 mixture ( Δ ε = 14.6), t h e Frederick transition already
occurs at 2 V, corresponding t o an anchoring energy of W{9a) ~ 1 0 - 7 J/TTÎ 2 . At 20 V a
large deviation of the surface director is induced, θ3 ~ 32°, with W{es) ~ 1 0 _ 5 J / m 2 .
For switching at relatively low voltages, which involves t h e bulk of the cell, t h e d a t a
presented in figure 6.3 show t h a t t h e elastic energy dominates t h e relaxation process
and t h a t t h e surface energy contribution is negligible. For sufficiently large voltages,
t h e switching involves mostly t h e surface layers and t h e surface energy contribution
dominates t h e elastic energy, increasing t h e overall distortion energy by a b o u t one
order of magnitude compared t o t h e case of low voltages, figure 6.3. This large surface
contribution t o t h e stored elastic energy is t h e reason for t h e fast response (small τ 0 / / )
of this switching mode.
These results suggest t h a t t h e anchoring energy obtained as a result of magnetic
field alignment is higher t h a n t h e one of rubbed surfaces, since t h e latter do not show
this fast E O response. However our measurement on t h e rubbed control cells (6 μιη,
PI, E63) show a similar curve as t h e one presented in figure 6.3, with t h e same order
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of magnitude for t h e anchoring energy and t h e elastic constants. Both surfaces show
a well-defined alignment in t h e azimuthal plane, b u t the magnetically aligned surface
shows a director which is uniform in t h e polar plane as well, figure 6.4(a), whereas
the rubbed surface has more polar fluctuations (tilt angle fluctuations), figure 6.4(b).

Figure 6.4: Crossed-polarized micrograph of a magnetically aligned (a) and a
rubbed (b) LC cell, (both 6 μτη, PI, E63). The pictures were taken with the LC
director along the polarizer and over-exposed for contrast enhancement.

Thus, although t h e two surfaces have similar anchoring energy, t h e rubbed surface
docs not succeed in making an efficiënt use of this energy. For the rubbed cells, due
to boundary fluctuations, this energy is partly dissipated in electro-hydrodynamic
instabilities 1 4 . However, for t h e magnetically aligned cells, the uniformity of the
surface allows efficient energy use.
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Figure 6.5: Electro-optical response of magnetically aligned LC cell before (upper
panel) and after (lower panel) exposure to a 5V DC voltage for 2 hours.
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This interpretation is consistent with the observation described in figure 6.5. A
magnetically aligned cell, (6μιη, PI, E63, aligned in 1.7 T), was exposed to a DC
electric field for a period of 2 hours. Such DC exposure is known to cause surface
orientation damage and upon inspection the cell indeed showed its director to be
no longer uniform but displaying polar fluctuations. The electro-optical response of
the cell became very slow: 14 Hz after the DC exposure compared to 120 Hz before
exposure. This proves that the fast electro-optical response of the magnetically aligned
surfaces is a direct consequence of the alignment method.

6.4

Conclusions

The results presented in this chapter propose the use of magnetic fields a.s a viable
alternative tool for LCD panel processing, with the advantages of a simple, yet very
efficient, clean and contact free method, which also yields the fastest electro-optical
response in the class of nematic LCs. This fast response is shown to be due to the
quality (homogeneity) of the surface alignment of these magnetically aligned samples.
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CHAPTER 7

Measurements of the anchoring energy

_l_ his chapter describes a new method for the measurements of the anchoring energy
of nematic liquid crystal (NLC) molecules by using the nonlinear optical technique of
second harmonic generation (SHG). By choosing a proper experimental configuration
we measured the changes of the molecular distribution of NLC molecules at the liquid
crystal-surface interface as a function of an external electric field. From this dependence we calculated the anchoring energy at different angles of the surface molecules
reorientation. We also performed test measurements in order to ensure the sui face
origin of the SHG signal. An example of the anchoring energy determination for an
E63 nematic liquid crystals mixture is given.

7.1

Introduction

We have seen in the previous chapter that surfaces play an important role for the
speed of the electro-optical response. Therefore, understanding the surface-liquid
crystal molecule interactions and the behavior of liquid crystal (LC) molecules in
the surface vicinity during molecular reorientation is very important. It is not only
true for understanding the fa.st electro-optical response but also for the interpretation
of different phenomena such as the various mechanisms of LC alignment and the
"memory effect". This requires methods of investigation that are particularly sensitive
to the near surface layers.
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At present a large variety of surface sensitive techniques', such as scanning tun
neling microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), arc used for the study
of LC interfaces. These methods have very high spatial resolution but they have
limitations for studying dynamic behavior of surface molecules during molecular re
orientation in external electric fields.
In our research we developed the application of the nonlinear second harmonic
2,3
generation technique for surface sensitive dynamic studies. The advantages of using
optical techniques for studying surfaces and interfaces are that they arc practically
non-destructive, can be used to study any interface accessible to light (working LC
cells as well as monolayers) and offer a unique combination of high spectral, temporal
and spatial resolution.
SHG is widely used as a general surface sensitive tool for the measurements of
3
the static distributions of LC molecules, ordering and prctilt angles ^ but its use
for dynamic measurements of LC molecules in the surface vicinity is rather limited.
The essential problem for the use of the SHG technique as a surface sensitive tool
for dynamic studies is that there are bulk contributions from higher order effects and
electric held induced SHG.
We developed a simple measurement scheme that allows to use of the SHG tech
nique for studying the dynamic behavior of LC molecules in the surface vicinity during
electric field induced reorientation. We already introduced the basics of nonlinear op
tics in chapter 3, and in this chapter we present a method to estimate the anchoring
energy by performing polarization sensitive SHG measurements.
This technique allows us to measure the reorientation angle of LC molecules at
the surfaces as a function of the applied external electric field. From the obtained
polar distribution of the NLC molecules during the switching process wc can estimate
the anchoring energy.

7.2

Anchoring energy

The structure of liquid crystalline phases in close proximity to an interface is different
from that in the bulk, and this "surface structure" changes the boundary conditions
and influences the behavior of a liquid crystal in bulk samples 6 , 7 . The nematic phase
is especially sensitive to external agents, in particular, to surface forces, which can be
characterized by the anchoring energy. This is one of the most important character
istics of LC cells, which shows how much energy has to be spend in order to deviate
the surface LC molecules from the easy direction (where it is anchored).
In the absence of any external fields the equilibrium director orientation set by
anisotropic molecular interactions at the surface is called the "easy axis" and can be
defined by the polar OQ and azimuthal ψ^ angles, see figure 7.1. At the free surface
of the nematic phase the easy direction may appear spontaneously. In contrast, the
easy direction at the ncmatic-solid interfaces is predominantly determined by a spe-
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Figure 7.1: Easy direction for the equilibrium alignment of the director at the
surface
cific treatment of the solid surface. We can distinguish the homeotropic (θ^ = 90),
planar (OQ = 0) and tilted (0 < 0Q < 90) orientation. In turn, the planar orien
tation can be homogeneous (with a unique angle φ^), heterogeneoub (when several
easy directions are possible at the crystalline substrate), or degenerate (all tp-angles
are equally probable and a cylindrical symmetry with respect to the surface normal
exists).
The free surface energy of the nematic phase F' , (ö s ,i^'') is minimum for the easy
direction (θ'' = θ^, ψ'' — ψ^). The anisotropy of the surface energy is a characteristic
feature of liquid crystals, expressed as an extra term in the free energy:
F^F^

+ F;,

(7.1)

where Ffso and F^ represent the isotropic and anisotropic parts respectively. They
usually differ from each other by several orders of magnitude. The isotropic part,
which is in fact, the surface tension, is of the order of 100 crg-cm~2 (or 0.1 J - r « - 2 ) 6 .
The values of F^ are scattered over five orders of magnitude from 10~5 to 1
erg • cm-'1 (or I O - 8 J · m~2 — 1 0 _ J J · m - 2 ) 6 . Fff shows how much energy one has
to spend in order to deviate the director from the easy direction. That is why the
anisotropic part of the surface energy is usually referred to as anchoring energy.
Experimental determination of the energy needed to reorient the director is of
prime importance in understanding surface phenomena in liquid crystals 1 , 6 . Various
experimental techniques have been developed for measuring the anchoring energy.
These methods can be categorized into two camps: field on and field off, depending on
whether an external field is applied or not. Examples of the field-off methods arc the
wedge-cells technique 8 and the light-scattering technique 9 . In the field-on approaches,
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both electric-field 1 0 , 1 1 and magnetic-field 1 2 techniques have been considered. T h e
field-on techniques are based on the measurements of t h e LC dielectric or diamagnetic
Freedericksz transition effects. Usually, a strong electric field is more easily accessible
and practical t h a n a magnetic field. For this reason, t h e high-electric-field t e c h n i q u e 1 0
is most commonly employed for measuring the polar anchoring energy. However,
some inconsistent results have been reported by different research groups t h a t have
used even the same alignment m e t h o d and LC material. Afterwards, a modified
electric-field technique was suggested for measuring the anchoring energy of some
homogeneous cells. 1 1 ^ i
Each technique has its own limitations t h a t often require specific material pa
rameters. A more serious problem is t h a t of reproducibility: analysis of the c u n e n t
literature makes it clear that anchoring strength values may differ by two to three
orders of magnitude when measured by different groups'", even for the same paii of
liquid crystal and substrate combinations.
T h e precise determination of the polar part of the anchoring energy, t h a t char
acterizes director deviations with respect t o t h e normal to the surface, appears to
be especially difficult. One of the reasons is t h a t the polar anchoring often appears
to be much stronger t h a n the azimuthal in-plane anchoring and thus requires strong
external torques t o deviate the director from the easy axis. A reliable, simple and
reproducible protocol for measurements of the polar anchoring strength has still to
be developed. In this chapter we describe a new method for the measurements of the
anchoring energy of ncmatic liquid crystal molecules by using the nonlinear optical
technique of second harmonic generation (SHG).

7.3

Determination of the anchoring energy

Consider a nematic liquid crystal (NLC) confined between two identical electrodes
located at ζ = 0 and ζ = d as shown in figure 7.2. In absence of external fields, the
director is oiiented uniformly along the easy axis t h a t in general makes an angle θ^
with respect t o the χ axis. T h e angle 0Q defines t h e minimum of the surface anchoiing
potential and is called the pretilt angle.
When an electric field is applied to a cell, t h e LC molecules try t o align relative to
t h e electric field such that their dipole energy Ε,ι = —d · E is minimized. 6 7 However
due to the influence of the confining walls the molecules respond differently across
t h e cell. T h e molecules in the middle of the cell respond the most, whereas the ones
closest to the surface lespond the least t o this external perturbation, which gives
rise t o an elastic stress. T h e director configuration across the cell is given by the
balance between the elastic plus surface energy and t h e electric energy, as described *'
by equation (see also section 6.3 above):
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Figure 7.2: Schematic drawing of the LC director distribution of a LC cell. Left:
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(7.2)

where Κι ι and Κ33 are t h e splay and t h e bent elastic constants, W(6' s ) is t h e anisotropic
part of t h e polar anchoring energy (the s index refers t o surface related properties), θ
is the polar angle of t h e LC molecules relative t o t h e cell plane (see figure 7.2), Δ ε is
t h e anisotropy of t h e LC dielectric constant, V t h e applied voltage and d is t h e cell
thickness. W h e n the electric field is t u r n e d off t h e elastic and surface energy drive
t h e LC molecules back t o t h e initial uniaxial director configuration.
We can estimate t h e elastic t e r m F e ; for planar alignment 0 = 0. Taking t h e
δθ/δά = (61(0) - 6l(d))/d we can write Fei = K u • 6»2/d. For 5CB K n = β . β δ Ι Ο - 1 2
[Ν], d = 5 μιη and t h e difference in θ is r a t h e r small, but even if we take t h e highest
value 90° = 1.57 rad, F e ; = 3.3 - I O - 6 [ J / m 2 ] . T h e symmetric form of t h e elastic t e r m
in s i n o and coso in equation 7.2, combined with t h e fact t h a t K n is comparable to
5CB at 23° C, K n = 6.65 • Ι Ο " 1 2 Ν and K33 = 8.85 · I O " 1 2
K 3 3 6,13,14 ( f o r i n s t a n c e for
N), makes t h e elastic energy t o be approximately constant for all applied electric
fields. As t h e applied voltage V is increased above t h e Freedericksz transition, t h e
distortion inside t h e NLC t e n d s t o localize near t h e liquid crystal-surface interface.
NLC molecules in the surface vicinity can be aligned along the applied electric field at
much higher voltages t h a n molecules in t h e bulk ' 7 and equation 7.2 can be rewritten
in the following form:
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W(es)

2

2

« εοΔεΒίη esE ds,

(7.3)

where i/s is t h e thickness of t h e surface layers. By meaüuring the reorientation angle θ3
of t h e LC molecules in the surface vicinity at different applied external fields E, we can
calculate t h e anchoring energy W(es) required for t h e surface LC molecules t o reorient
to t h e angle ö 4 . The df, can be found from the linear birefringence measurements.

7.4

Measurements of the surface molecules reorientation by nonlinear optics

Using the SHG technique we can measiire the angle ö s at different voltages and thus
calculate the anchoring energy.

7.4.1

Electric field induced second harmonic generation

In the presence of an external electric held the system is no longer symmetric and
therefore some SHG signal will be also generated from the bulk LC molecules. Such
process is called electric field induced second harmonic generation ( E F I S H G ) 2 , 1 5 .
Therefore the use of the SHG technique for studying surface phenomena in the presence of an external electric field is very complicated. To solve this problem, we were
able to design an experimental configuration where the surface and bulk contribution
could be separated.
First of all we should realize t h a t by reorienting LC molecules along the applied
electric field we will create a symmetric condition in the plane perpendicular to the
long axis of the LC molecules. Therefore an incoming laser beam polarized perpendicular to the director will not induce a SHG signal in the dipole approximation.
Taking into account t h a t NLC molecules in the bulk can be reoriented along the
applied electric held at much lower voltages t h a n molecules in the surface vicinity 6 , 7 ,
we designed an experimental setup wheie it is possible to neglect the contribution
of the bulk LC molecules to the measured SHG signal. Using this experimental
configuration we succeeded to measure the dependence of the molecular reorientation
as a function of applied electric field.

7.4.2

Experimental configuration

For the nonlinear optical measurements we used the following configuration: the
incident light was propagating in the ζ direction and polarized along the x-axis, sec'
figure 7.3, such t h a t Ε (ω) — Εχ(ω) and Ευ(ω) — Εζ(ω) — 0. T h e xy plane is defined
to be t h e cell surface. An external electric field .E'(O) was applied in the ζ direction,
Ez(0) = E{0) and Ex(0) = £ „ ( 0 ) = 0.
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Figure 7.3: The long molecular axis (the director) in relation to the sample coor
dinates.

For this experimental configuration only Χχχχζ and χυχχΖ are nonzero and we can
describe t h e nonlinear polarization by the following equations
Ρχ =

ΧχχχζΕχ{ω)Εχ{ω)Εζ(0),

(7.4)

ν =
P„

ΧνχχζΕχ{ω)Εχ{ω)Εζ{0),

(7.5)

where
-Ns (cos 3 θ • sine») (cos 3 φ) 7 ^

Xyxxz = -Ns

(7.6)

ξ

(cos 3 θ • sin Θ) (cos 2 φ • sin φ) 7 ^

ξ

(7.7)

and the brackets () indicate an average over a distribution function of the respective
orientation angles. In this equation ψ is t h e azimuthal angle and θ is the polar angle
see figure 7.3. T h e SHG intensity can be written as:
1{2ω) oc

{χ^)2Ι2{ω)Ε2{0)

(7.8)

Here, 1{2ω) and 1{ω) are the intensity of the second harmonic and fundamental
laser light, respectively, χ ' 3 ' is the third-order nonlinear susceptibility and E{0) is
a DC electric field. From this equation we can find t h e dependence of the SHG
intensity as a function of the polar angle. For E™E°ut polarization combinations and
LC molecules oriented along the x-axis {φ = 0) only χΧχχΖ is nonzero, so we can write:
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1{2ω) oc 1{ω)2 ( c o s 6 θ • sin 2 θ) {η^)2E{())2

(7.9)

From this equation we can find t h a t during molecular reorientation in an external
electric field, the SHG signal is first increasing, reaching a maximum at the angle
θ = 30°, and afterwards decreases drastically when LC molecules reorient along the
external electric field. At θ = 85° t h e E F I S H G signal will be decreased by a factor
4 · 10" 7 and at θ = 90° it will be equal to 0. T h e SHG intensity as a function of
molecular polar angle θ is depicted on the figure 7.4. We used a delta function for
the distribution of t h e LC molecules in the surface vicinity.
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Figure 7.4: SHC! intensity as a function of molecular reorientation calculated from
equation 7.9.
T h e reorientation of LC molecules in the bulk happens at sufficiently low voltages''
and therefore they will not contribute 1 to the SHG signal because no signal is generated
from molecules reoriented out of plane (Θ = 90°), see figure 7.4 or equation 7.9.

7.5 Validation of the method
In order to validate this method we performed test measurements with a scanning
optical microscope. With t h e help of the optical microscope a high spatial resolution
of a few μιη in the z-direction at any place of the transparent sample can be achieved
and we could check the bulk and surface contributions. We constructed a scanning
optical s e t u p 1 ' ' ' 1 7 where femtosecond laser beam generated by a ThSappfire laser was
focused by the optical microscope in a tiny volume of the sample.
In a conventional optical microscope contrast is obtained from variations in optical
density, path length or refractive indices of the specimen. T h e scanning second har-
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monic optical microscope, on t h e other hand, obtains contrast from variations in the
ability of the sample t o generate harmonics of the incident light. Second harmonic
generation near t h e focal point of a tightly focused beam is used to probe micro
scopical structures of t r a n s p a r e n t samples. We show t h a t this method can resolve
interfaces with an axial resolution comparable t o t h e confocal length of t h e beam.
T h e SHG dependence was measured by scanning t h e object across the focused spot
from a laser. In figure 7.5 t h e experimental setup for t h e confocal measurements is
presented.

Microscope objectives

Figure 7.5: Schematic diagram of the scanning nonlinear optical setup for second
harmonic imaging.
Using high aperture objectives with numerical aperture (N.A.) = 0.7 we could
focus the incoming beam t o a small volume with a focal depth of the order of a few
μπι. T h e sample is scanned in steps of 1 or 5 μπι along the ζ axis. Pictures can be
selected from any d e p t h of the sample, although t h e spherical aberration introduced
by the cover glass plates reduces the resolution.
Effects of laser induced molecular orientation and heating were minimized by re
ducing the intensity of t h e incoming beam by placing a chopper with a light trans
mission of 5%.
A control measurement at t h e air-glass interface is shown in figure 7.6. From
the experimental d a t a we can clearly see t h e growth of the signal as the beam waist
approaches t h e air-glass interface, where the inversion symmetry is broken. From this
experiment we estimated the d e p t h resolution of t h e setup t o be equal t o 5 μιη. T h e
resolution of this technique was sufficient for t h e separation of the SHG signal from
the bulk and surface in a 30 μιη thick LC cell. Therefore we decided not to use a
thin film of index matching oil [n = 1.516) which could be placed between microscope
objectives and glass surface of t h e LC cell and would improve the d e p t h resolution of
this technique.
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Figure 7.6: Second harmonic intensity as a function of sample position at the
air-glass interface

T h e measured dependence of t h e SHG signal as a function of the LC cell position,
see figure 7.7(a), shows t h a t at 0 V the SHG signal from the bulk is very high. In this
experimental configuration we cannot distinguish t h e contributions from the bulk and
t h e LC-polymcr interfaces as t h e LC molecules are not reoriented.
T h e distribution of t h e SHG signal in the L C cell is completely different when
LC molecules are reoriented out of the surface plane by an external electric field, sec
figure 7.7(b).
We can see t h a t in t h a t case the SHG signal from the surface is much higher
t h a n t h e SHG signal from t h e bulk. This result is in agreement with our previous
considerations and shows t h a t for such experimental configuration, t h e SHG signal
at high applied electric fields is coming predominantly from t h e surface molecules,
despite of the increasing electric field induced dipole.
Additional measurements were performed t o check t h e rotational anisotropy at the
interfaces and in t h e bulk of t h e LC cell. In all cases t h e orientation of the molecules
corresponded to t h e direction of t h e LC molecules alignment.
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7.6

An example of anchoring energy measurements for an E63
LC mixture

T h e measurements of the anchoring energy were performed on an E63 NLC mixture 1 .
This NLC compound has a very high dielectric anisotropy Δ ε = 14.6 and can therefore
be easily reoriented along an external electric field.
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Figure 7.8: a) theoretical dopcndonco of t h e SHG intensity as a function of molec
ular rcoricnlalion; b) measured SIKi signal as a function of applied voltage; c)
calculated angle of surface molecular reorientation as a function of air applied
voltage.

7.6.1 Measurements of the reorientation angle as a function of an applied
field
We measured the surface SHG signal as a function of applied voltage. As we already
showed above the main contribution to the SHG signal at voltages above 5 V will be
from molecules in the surface vicinity.
From the experimental data and the theoretical dependence of the SHG intensity
as a function of the molecular orientation, described by equation 7.9, we calculated
the dependence of the angle of molecular reorientation θ3 as a function of an applied
electric field. Figure 7.8 presents the theoretical dependence and the measured SHG
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signal, corrected for the background and E F I S H G contribution. Both curves were
normalized in order t o compare t h e experimental and theoretical value. Below these
curves the calculated dependence of θ^ as a function of an applied electric field is
given.

7.6.2

Linear birefringence measurements

From linear birefringence measurements we can estimate t h e thickness of the LC layers
in the surface vicinity producing this retardation by using the following equation:
2π

Δ η · cL

(7.10)

where δ is t h e retardation, λ is the wavelength of t h e laser light. Δ η is the birefringence
and ds is the thickness of the LC layer.

30
40
Voltage (V)
Figure 7.9: Electric field dependence of the optical transmission of a 5 μνα thick
magnetically aligned LC cell filled with E63 ncmatic mixture.
For the linear birefringence setup we used a He-Ne laser with λ = 638 nm. At this
wavelength n 0 = 1.51, ne = 1.73 and Δ η = 0.22. We have found (see figure 7.9) t h a t
t h e thickness of t h e LC layer for the residual birefringence of 6° is equal to 48 nm.
These calculations are confirmed from the total birefringence measurements of the
same sample. T h e measured total retardation of the 5 μηι thick sample is 630°, so
the 6° retardation corresponds t o the 48 n m thick LC layer.

7.6.3 Anchoring energy
Using the dependence ö s as a function of applied voltage V, see figure 7.8, and equation
7.3 we calculated the polar anchoring energy.
Figure 7.10 presents the calculated dependence of the anchoring energy W required
to reorient LC molecules in the surface vicinity over an angle ö,s.. Due to the large
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dielectric anisotropy of the E63 mixture, the director field distortion 1 8 ' 1 '' in the surface
vicinity is already reached at 2 V, corresponding to an anchoring energy of 1^(0,,) ~
lQ~7J/m2. At 20 V a large deviation of the surface director is induced, θ3 = 32°,
with W(32 0 ) = 0.9 · I O - 5 J/TH 2 .
It is difficult to estimate the accuracy of our method because we could not use any
sample as a benchmark. The values of the anchoring energy measured by different
groups may differ a lot, the problems with the reproducibility of the measurements
were already discussed in section 7.2. In addition it would be interesting to compare
the accuracy of our method for different strength of the anchoring energies. One of
the disadvantages of our method is that it was designed and tested for samples with a
planar alignment. For twisted samples if would require more complicated calculations
and tests. The biggest advantage of our method in comparison to other techniques is
that we can measure the reorientation angle of LC molecules in the surface vicinity
and the anchoring energy can be determined at different angles without an additional
assumption of the anchoring energy form.

7.7

Conclusions

We developed a new method for the measurements of the anchoring energy of nematic
liquid crystal molecules by using the SHG technique. By choosing a proper experi
mental configuration we measured the changes of the molecular distribution of NLG
molecules at the LC-surface interface as a function of an external electric field. From
this dependence we calculated the anchoring energy at different angles of the surface
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molecules reorientation. We also performed test measurements in order to ensure the
surface origin of the SHG signal. An example of the anchoring energy determination
for an E63 NLCs mixture is given.
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CHAPTER 8

Voltage controlled phase matching in quadrupole second
harmonic generation in a liquid crystal cell*

A n this chapter a voltage-controllable phase matching of quadrupole second harmonic
generation (SHG) in nematic liquid crystal (NLC) cells is demonstrated. While an
NLC cell is one of the most widely used types of liquid crystals (LCs), phase matching (PM) is normally observed only in media with broken inversion symmetry such as
ferroelectric LCs. Our approach is based on the electric field control of the molecular
orientation and thus the birefringence. Time resolved measurements with rectangular
balanced voltage pulses were used to separate the quadrupole SHG signal from the
electric-dipolc electric field-induced SHG (EFISHG) contribution, proving the bulk
quadrupolar origin of the phase matched SHG signals. Depending on the polarization combination, both type I and II PM were observed. The possibility to use this
observation for studying the molecular reorientation in NLC cells is also discussed.

8.1

Introduction

For efficient optical second harmonic generation in a material, a polar ordering is
needed 1 . In such case the material structure is non-centrosymmetric and the SHG
*Part of this chapter was published in S.V. Lazarenko, A Kinlyuk, Th. Ka-sing, Voltage controlled phase matching in quadrupole second harmonic generation, Phys Rev R, 74 045f)()l(R),
2006.
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signal is allowed in the elcctric-dipole approximation. To achieve a high efficiency,
it is important that the incident fundamental and the generated second harmonic
waves propagate in phase through the medium. Because of the usual dispersion of the
refractive index, pha,se matching can normally only be obtained in certain biréfringent
materials 1,2 . Thus, although PM is widely used for studying materials with broken
symmetry 3 ' 4 , little attention has been paid to the class of materials where the SHG
signal has a quadrupole origin.
Because nematic liquid crystal molecules are oriented antiparallel to each other
in the bulk 5,0 , nematics have inversion symmetry and arc generally not expected to
show strong nonlinear optical properties. However the large molecular nonlinear optical susceptibility of individual molecules7 made the SHG technique a very useful
tool for the study of surface alignment of NLG molecules 0,8 . The relatively small but
nonzero bulk contribution appeared to originate mainly from the clcctric-quadrupole
part in the induced nonlinear polarizability q . In some cases, however, this quadrupole
contribution could still be significant in comparison with the elcctric-dipole contribution from the surface 10 . In addition, an applied electric field can induce dipolar
ordering and thus also bulk electric-dipolc SHG, that has been used to study NLG
cells under applied voltage 1 1 1 3 .
This chapter describes the observation of voltage-controlled PM SHG of quadrupoleorigin from nematic LC cells. The effect of the applied voltage is both a matching of
the refractive indices via molecular reorientation as well as inducing an extra contribution to the SHG. Therefore, to separate the real quadrupole SHG contribution from
this extra electric field-induced SHG signal, timc-resolvcd measurements were used.
Depending on the polarization combination, both type I and II PM 1 , 2 were observed.
The possibility to use this observation for studying the molecular reorientation in
NLG cells is also discussed.

8.2

Experimental configuration and setup

The samples used for the experiments were parallel-aligned E63 NLG cells with a
thickness of 20 and 50 μιη. The LC mixture was held between two glass substrates
covered with 20 nm conductive indium tin oxide (ITO). On top of ITO, a rubbed
polymer material ΡΙ255Γ) with a low pretilt angle was used to impose a high anchoring
potential for the NLC molecules at the cell surfaces parallel to the .r-axis, sec figure
8.1.
For the SHG measurements, a pidsed laser beam from a Ti-sapphirc laser (70 MHz
100 fs pulses) with a wavelength of 800 run was focused onto the sample in a 200 μιη
spot using a lens with a focal distance of 200 mm. The average laser intensity was
20 mW. The polarization of the incoming fundamental laser beam could be varied
using a Babinet Soleil compensator in combination with a Gian-Taylor polarizer to en
sure a high degree of light polarization. An analyzer was set to choose the polarization
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Figure 8.1: Sample geometry, φ is the azimuthal angle and θ is the angle between
substrate and orientation of the director.

of the outgoing SHG, which was detected after proper filtering with a photomultiplier.
It was verified by spectral and intensity measurements t h a t only second harmonic light
was generated. T h e linear optical measurements were performed with the same laser,
two crossed polarizers, a rotational stage with the sample holder and a photodiode.
T h e coordinate frame was chosen so t h a t t h e t o p glass-NLC interface is in t h e xy
plane while t h e director of the NLC in this plane is pointed along the x-axis. T h e
electromagnetic field is therefore propagating along the positive ζ axis, see figure 8.1.
Ex indicates the polarization parallel t o t h e χ axis, Ey the polarization parallel t o
the y-axis and £45 the polarization at ±45° from the x-axis, in the xy plane.
T h e nonlinear optical response of a medium is described by t h e polarization Ρ
induced by a strong electro-magnetic field. T h e induced polarization at t h e double
frequency can be written a s 8 , 1 4 :

Ρ(2ω)

= x ( d ) E(u;)EH+x( d ) E(a;)E(w)E(0)
+

9)

9)

χ< Ε(ω)νΕ(ω) + (V · χ( )Ε(ω)Ε(ω).

In this equation Ε ( ω ) is the fundamental field inside the medium, χ ^
dipole type second order susceptibility tensor of rank 3, and χ^
electric quadrupole susceptibilities, both of rank 4. χ^

(8.1)
is the clcctric-

and χ£

a r e

the

describes E F I S H G and is

also a 4 i ' 1 rank term. For materials with inversion symmetry χ ' ' Ξ 0 .
An NLC is composed of rod like molecules with the long axis of the molecules
pointing along a common direction, the director, while they do not posses positional
o r d e r 1 5 . NLCs are therefore centrosymmetric and electric-dipole SHG vanishes.
In t h e bulk of a homogeneous material V • χ^ '^ obviously zero, and can be
neglected. However, near surfaces and interfaces this term can be significant. In
addition, considerable contributions from this t e r m can be expected during t h e process
of the molecular reorientation due to strong inhomogencities of t h e director across the
LC cell.
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8.3

Time resolved measurements

When an external voltage is applied to an NLC cell, the elcctric-dipole EFISHG t e r m
(χ,. ) may dominate the weaker quadrupole terms. To avoid this, the voltage was
applied in a rectangular balanced form, see inset in figure 8.2, with a frequency of
5 kHz.
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Figure 8.2: The form of rectangular balanced voltage and experimental data for
a 50 μιη thirk sample, K"'E^ut polarization combination. Gate Λ Held OFF, gate
Β field ON.
Such temporal shape of the voltage does not affect the reorientation of the molecules,
because the latter is even with respect to the electric field. However it allows to dis
tinguish between the state with electric field ON (inset in figure 8.2, G a t e B) and field
O F F ( G a t e A), for the same orientation of the molecules. This is possible because
the molecular reorientation response is much slower t h a n the rise and decay of the
electric-field induced SHG signal 1 , 1 . Therefore, in the O F F state, a purely quadrupole
contribution is detected.
For these measurements we used two photoncounters SR-400 in gated mode using
different delay times and a gate width of 40 μ$. When E = 0, gate A in figure
8.2, the SHG signal ha-s a quadrupole origin (no E F I S H G contribution) and a change
of the intensity is purely due to the molecular reorientation. For a delay time of
r = 55 /is, gate B, an additional contribution induced by the positive voltage was
present and for τ = 155 fis a contribution induced by the negative voltage. From
these experimental d a t a we can conclude t h a t the EFISHG signal gives a significant
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Figure 8.3: SHG intensity as a function of the applied voltage amplitude for
Ε™!'!™1 and /i^'E""' polarization combinations.

contribution at voltages higher than 5 V, but only for the E™E°ut experimental
configuration, i.e. when both fundamental and SHG polarizations are parallel to the
NLC director. There was no EFISHG signal detected with E°ut polarization, i.e.
parallel to the short optical axis of the NLC molecules.

8.4

Phase matching conditions

The changes in the E°ut polarization (quadrupolc SHG) induced by the molecular
reorientation are drastically different. In contract to the step-like decrease; of the
SHG intensity shown in figure 8.2, oscillations of very large amplitude are observed
as a function of voltage, see figure 8.3, for the outgoing SHG polarized perpendicular
to the molecular axis. A similar and even stronger effect is observed if, in addition,
the incoming fundamental polarization is set to E^. The first peak in the curve for
the E\2EyUt polarization combination is particularly pronounced, demonstrating an
increase of the SHG intensity by almost two orders of magnitude.
Such strong dependence of the SHG intensity for crossed-polarization configura-
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D 2.5V

Figure 8.4: The SI1G rotational anisotropy patterns at difTerent voltages for
crossed polarization combinations. At 0° the polarizer is pointing along the director and the analyzer perpendicular to il. Solid curves arc fits to equations 8.10
and 8.11

tions, together with the absence of such oscillations when the polarizations are set to
parallel, give a strong indication for pha.se matching in these biréfringent samples.
For efficient frequency conversion one must ensure t h a t the phase velocities of the
interacting fundamental and second harmonic waves are equal, so t h a t the SHG signal
can build up in intensity at the expense of the p u m p radiation throughout the bulk of
t h e m e d i u m 1 , 2 . In a normal dispersive medium the index of refraction at the double
frequency is higher t h a n at the fundamental, η(2ω) > η(ω), so t h e fundamental and
SH waves always travel at different velocities. T h e continuous phase slip between these
waves leads t o an oscillatory change of t h e intensity of t h e SHG signal, described by
ωά
ιι = Δ η —
e

(8.2)

where d is the thickness of the sample, Δ η = η (2α;) — τι (ω). Phase matching occurs
when Δ η = 0. In biréfringent crystals in principle two types of P M are possible 2 .
E63 and the majority of NLCs are positive uniaxial materials with Tie(u>) > η 0 ( ω ) ,
where e and ο indices denote extraordinary and ordinary wave, respectively. For such
media we can write:
type I P M :

e e -> ο

η„(2ω) = ηε(ω)

(8.3)

type II P M :

eo -> o

η 0 (2ω) = - ( η 0 ( ω ) + η Ρ (ω))

(8.4)

For type I P M , (two e-fundamental waves produce an o w a v e at double frequency)
the effective susceptibility xe/fyo oc χ ^ ^ and for the type II P M , χ ^ " oc
x\qlyxz.
T h e maximum SHG intensity in the case of type I P M should thus be achieved for
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the experimental configuration with the incoming beam polarized parallel to the long
optical axis {E™) and the analyzer placed perpendicular (E°ut) to it. In the ca.se of
type II PM, the incoming polarization should be at 45° to the director orientation
and the analyzer along the short axis. These are exactly the two configurations where
the oscillatory enhancement of the SHG intensity is experimentally detected, allowing
us to tentatively identify these two types of PM.
An alternative demonstration of the polarizational dependence of SHG can be
seen in the SHG rotational anisotropy as a function of voltage-induced molecular reorientation, sec figure 8.4. For the crossed polarization combination, two significantly
different patterns are observed for the voltages of 1.5 V and 2.5 V, that correspond to
type II and type I PM, respectively. At 0° the polarizer is pointing along the director
and the analyzer perpendicular to it. Solid curves in these plots represent theoretical
fits.
We already discussed in chapter 3 that NLC molecules have a dominant hyperpolarizability element ßccc6,10 along the long molecular axis ξ, and in this case we can
write Xiljf-i in the form 1 0

Xulki = (JV2)A)((i · m • 0(k · 0(1 · 0)%«,

(8-5)

where Nb is the bulk density of LC molecules, ßo is the separation between the
chrornophores of the antiparallel molecules along ζ. From figure 8.1 it can be derived
that
(χ·ξ) = (cos ι^· cos 6»)

(8.6)

(y - 0 = (sinφ- cose»)

(8.7)

<z-0 = (81110),

(8.8)

where φ is the azimuthal angle and θ is the polar angle. The SHG intensity can be
1
written as
Ι(2ω) oc ( x i ' * ) 2 / »

(8.9)

where Ι(2ω) and Ι(ω) are the intensity of the second harmonic and fundamental laser
light, respectively. The curves in plots 8.4 can be fitted by the following foimulas:
HG

lf

ΙΪΓ

«

6

(xi^J^occos ^

oc (χΜ

2

2

2

(8.10)
2

)' Ê occosVsin ^

2

(8.11)

The perfect correspondence of the experimental data to these formulas once again
confirms the PM origin of the observed signals.
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In a fully aligned E63 mixture the refractive indices at the fundamental (800 nm)
and second harmonic (400 nm) wavelengths are η Ρ (α;)=1.715, τι ο (ω)=1.507, η ( .(2ω) = 1.85,
7)„(2ω)=1.55, sec figure 8.5. This yields Δ η = ne(u>) - η0(2ω)= 0.208 which is far
away from P M .

n„(2c>)= n f (o)

Wavelength λ (μηι)
Figure 8.5: Rcfrattive indices of 1063 LC mixture. Arrow represents the change
of the ne during molecular reorientation in an external electric field.
T h e birefringence is easily adjusted, however, by reorienting the NLC molecules
with an applied voltage. T h e corresponding change of refractive indices can be written
as:
τι ι nil
n0 = » χ ,
rtp (ζ) =
"
(8.12)
2
φιμη θ(ζ) + η2: cos 2 θ{ζ)
where θ is the angle between substrate and orientation of the director, ne(z)
and θ{ζ) indicate the z-dependencc of the nc and θ respectively. During molecular
reorientation the value of ηΡ changes from the initial η 0 ( α ; ) = 1.715 at 0 volts to η Ρ ( ω )
= η 0 ( ω ) = 1.507 at sufficiently high voltage, when all molecules are reoriented. From
Eq. (7) we can estimate the value of θ at which P M will be achieved. T h e results of
the calculations for both phase matching conditions are presented in figure 8.6.
We found t h a t type I P M should occur at θ « 60° and type II P M at θ « 45°.
By reorientation of the LC molecules in an external electric field, one should first
encounter type II, and at higher voltage type I P M . Figure 8.3 confirms this prediction:
the first peak (at 1.5 V) is observed for E^E'yU
, whereas the second one (at 1.7 V)
is observed for
E^E'J1'.

8.5 Phase matching in materials with inhomogeneous director profile
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Figure 8.6: Refractive indices of E63 LC mixture as a function of molecular
reorientation Θ.

Following t h e same arguments, all enhanced outgoing SHG signal should be po
larized along the short axis E°ul.
In order to check this we performed t h e same
measurements but with the analyzer along t h e long axis E°ul. No enhancement was
observed for this situation.

8.5

Phase matching in materials with inhomogeneous director
profile

T h e phase matching in the NLC cell will also be influenced by t h e inhomogeneous
director profile across t h e cell thickness. Due to t h e anchoring energy t h e voltage in
duced reorientation of t h e molecules near the surface will be less t h a n in t h e b u l k 1 0 , 1 7 .
T h e corresponding {/-like director profile will lead to a change of t h e speed of t h e ewavc through t h e sample while t h e o-wavc will not bo affected. As a result Δ/ί will
vary depending on t h e distance from t h e surface and consequently it will not be pos
sible to achieve exact P M conditions throughout the whole thickness of t h e sample.
This inhomogeneity is a relatively weak effect in thicker samples, which may also ex
plain the fact t h a t in t h e thinner sample of 20 μια, only type II P M has been observed.
Numerical simulations showed t h a t even with such [/-like profile a high enhancement
of t h e SHG signal should still be observable, EUS is indeed the case.
T h e average angle of t h e molecular reorientation was obtained with t h e help of
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Figure 8.7: a) experimental linear and nonlinear data for 20 μιη thick sample; b)
calculated polar angle θ dependence

simple birefringence measurements. In these linear transmission experiments the NLC
cell was placed at normal incidence between crossed polarizers, and the transmission
of the leiser beam (λ = 800 um) was monitored as a function of the applied cell voltage,
see figure 8.7(a). T h e directions of the polarizers were at an angle of ±45° relative
to the χ axis of the cell. Based on a simple m o d e l 1 6 , the averaged director angle at
the first enhancement peak could be calculated from the transmission data, yielding
θ « 52°, see figure 8.7, while for the Εβ'Λ molecules, type II P M should ideally be
achieved at θ « 45°. In the case of type I P M , the expected value is θ « 60°, but from
t h e linear d a t a we found θ « 55°. This difference and the asymmetric behaviour of the
SHG intensity and the absence of smaller oscillations before reaching P M conditions,
can be explained by the inhomogencous molecular orientation through the sample.

8.6 Conclusions
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Although this strong inhomogeneity of molecular reorientation increases the gradi
ent term in the SHG signal, it disturbs the PM conditions. Experimentally measured
dependencies of average angle of the the molecular reorientation vs applied voltage
are rather different for the samples with different thicknesses, sec figure 8.7(b).

8.6

Conclusions

In conclusion, a simple and easy controllable way to obtain phase matched quadrupole
SHG in NLC cells was demonstrated. While an NLG cell is one of the most widely
used types of liquid crystal cells, PM is normally observed only in media with broken
inversion symmetry such as ferroelectric LCs. Our method is based on the electric
field control of the molecular orientation and thus the birefringence. Time resolved
measurements with rectangular balanced voltage pulses were used to separate the
quadrupole SHG signal from the electric-dipolc EFISHG contribution, proving the
bulk quadrupolar origin of the phase matched SHG signals.
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CHAPTER 9

Multistage switchable Liquid Crystal cells for display
applications

A n this chapter I present a simple, low cost and reliable way of manufacturing multistable liquid crystal (LC) devices by introducing a 3D patterned surface. The implica
tion of such structures in LC devices (for display manufacturing) would significantly
decrease the energy consumption. The first set of samples were made at the Solid
State Physics department of the Josef Stefan Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia and the
optical tweezer experiments were also performed there. Later on we designed and
made another set of samples for further investigation of the switching between diffeient states. These samples were made at DIMES, Technical University of Delft. Some
examples of the multistable structures for nematic LC molecules arc presented in this
chapter. The possibility to switch the LC regions by either an in-plane electric field
or with optical tweezers setup is demonstrated. The advantage of our method is the
possibility to use conventional large scale techniques (for example optical lithography)
for manufacturing multistable structures with high contrast, small pixel size (1 //in χ
1 μτη), excellent stability of the different states (more than one month) and in-plane
switching of homogeneously aligned nematic liquid crystals. Our method can also
be used for designing and fabrication of LC devices witli more sophisticated surface
structures which could provide a big variety of stable states.
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9.1

Introduction

Most liquid crystal displays (LCDs) that use electric fields to manipulate the state of
individual pixels are without memory, and thus require a continuous refreshment of
1,2
applied voltage at a certain frequency . The introduction of controllable multistable
liquid crystal (LC) cells, that have several (at, least two) stable distinct optical states
requiring no sustain voltage (in the absence of external fields), would significantly
decrease the energy consumption of the corresponding LC devices. In addition, such
multistable cells can be used not only for displaying, but also for storing information.
Until now a lot of efforts wore invested to develop new ways to make suitable mul
3 20
tistable LC structures " . Multistability hab been achieved using surface gratings
3,7,8
and surface bigratings , arrays of posts within the ncmatic layer or spanning the
7,11
width of the ncmatic layer , or lateral confinement by dividing the nematic layer
12,18
10,13
into square wells
or channels
. But the implementation of reliable, robust and
cost-effective multistable alignment method remains a challenge. We propose a very
simple, low cost and reliable way of manufacturing multistable LC cells. Our method
relies on the preparation of certain geometrical configurations of three-dimensional
(3D) patterned substrates and the surface interaction of the LC molecules with the
walls of these structures. The number of sidewalls and their orientation with respect
to each other will determine the number of stable states on one of the two confining
plates. The orientation of the molecules on the other plate can be done by conven
tional rubbing. The size of such structures can be made as small a^ 1x1 μ/π 2 . For a
simple square box configuration three stable LC states can be realized. Controllable
switching of the structures is demonstrated, including in-plane switching of the molec
ular orientation over 90°, -45° and +45°, induced by an external in-plane electric field
and by optical tweezers.

9.2

Surface structure

The basic idea to realize a multistable configuration in an otherwise monostable nc
matic LC cell is to deliberately introduce elastic frustrations, as found in the supertwisted nematic LC, and/or to exploit the nature of surface interactions. For the
preparation of multistable LC cells we should create an in-plane inhomogenoity such
that the molecules would have at least two distinct orientation states of minimum local
energy, separated by sufficiently large energy barriers to prevent thermally activated
switching between them.
We created such a symmetry breaking in the in-plane orientation by making a 3D
pattern of micron sized objects of a regular geometric shape positioned on the surface.
For example, using electron beam lithography or optical lithography we created an
array of square or rectangular boxes in a thin polymethyl methacrylatc (PMMA) film
deposited on an isotropic ITO surface, see figure 9.1. The lateral size I of the boxes
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A-4e--a-B-B
PMMA

PMMA
ITO
Glass

Figure 9.1: Schematic depiction of the surface structure; in the inset a zoom of
one box is presented; at the bottom is a sectional view of the profiled surface along
the line AA.

were 1 x 1 , 2 x 2 or 4 x 4 μ ι η 2 . In order t o align LC molecules along t h e orthogonal walls
of these boxes the height of their walls should be large enough so t h a t the short-range
interfacial potential at t h e boundary of the boxes will lead to an alignment of LC
molecules along the walls and thus will influence the alignment of the LC molecules
in the whole box. Therefore the thicknesses d of the P M M A layers were 250 nm,
500 nm or 750 nm.
The sidewalls determine t h e alignment of the LC molecules located in t h e re
cesses. T h e PMMA/liquid-crystal-molecule interaction causes a planar alignment of
LC molecules adjacent t o t h e vertical sidewalls. T h e horizontal surface of the recesses
is isotropic and does not impose any azimuthal orientation on the LC molecules. T h e
strong anchoring to the I T O surface leads t o a homogeneous planar alignment of t h e
LC molecules with a low pretilt angle.
When a liquid crystal is introduced into such a small box of a regular geometric
shape, there are several possible scenarios for the structure of a liquid crystal inside
the box. For strong surface anchoring, the LC inside the box will be symmetrically
distorted. T h e orientation of t h e LC molecules will be not homogenous and we can
obtain several regions within t h e box with different orientation of the LC molecules.
There are several stable states with a different number and sizes of regions, some of
them are depicted in figure 9.2.
The size and number of regions depend on the size and heights of t h e boxes and
materials properties. By applying external forces it should in principle be possible to
switch from one t o another stable state.

Multistable switchable Liquid Crystal cells for display applications
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UFigure 9.2: LC molecules orientation in the box for several stable states in case
of strong surface anchoring.

9.3

Preparation of 3D surface structures

We used two sets of samples produced at t h e Josef Stefan Institute (Ljubljana, Slove
nia) and at DIMES (Technical University of Delft, t h e Netherlands) respectively. T h e
first set of samples was without in-plane electrodes and the second one with four Cr
electrodes for in-plane switching. In this section a short description of their structure
is presented.

9.3.1 Optical Lithography
In the first set of samples, manufactured in Ljubljana, the profiled 3D structure was
manufactured on the b o t t o m I T O surface covered by a P M M A film, which is a suitable
resist for b o t h electron beam and optical lithography. T h e squared shape recesses had
sizes 1 x 1 , 2 x 2 or 4 x 4 μ ι η 2 . T h e thicknesses of t h e P M M A layers were 250 nm or 750
nm. T h e main features of the surface structure are the same as presented in figure
9.1.
T h e quality of the produced structures was checked by a scanning electron mi
croscope (SEM), see figure 9.3. T h e size of t h e boxes turned out to be as planned
although we found some variations in the shape of the boxes, see figure 9.3(b).

9.3.2

Electron beam lithography

A second set of samples was produced by electron beam lithography at DIMES.
Chromium (Cr) electrodes were manufactured on the glass surface to generate an
in-plane electric field inside the recesses for switching t h e LC molecules. T h e boxes
were etched in 500 nm thick P M M A , t h a t was not rubbed.

9.3 Preparation of 3D surface structures
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Figure 9.3: SEM images of a PMMA film with 3D structure: a) a part of the
PMMA film is removed from the substrate and turned; b) zoomed image of the
structure.

T h e structures of the produced films were checked by Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM). In figure 9.4 A F M images for 2 μτη χ 2 /im structures are presented.
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Figure 9.4: AFM images of 500 nm thick PMMA film with 3D structure, in
figures (a) and (c) the same sample at different scales is shown; figures (b) and
(d) present profiles along white lines indicated in figures (a) and (c), respectively.
We found an excellent quality of the 3D structures: the boxes had the proper size
and shape. In figure 9.4(a) one can also see the four electrodes.
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9.4

Multistable LC device

9.4.1

Device structure

We consider here one example of a simple L C D device with one substrate patterned
with square boxes (bottom substrate), the other substrate (top substrate) being a Hat,
rubbed polyiinide (PI) coated glass plate. T h e rubbed P I surface imposes a planar
LC alignment with high anchoring energy. T h e orientation of this top substrate was
such t h a t the rubbing direction was parallel t o the diagonal of the squares, see figure
9.5.

bottom substrate

top substrate

PMMA

DDD
DDD
DDD

Figure 9.5: Depiction of the orientation of the boxes on the bottom substrate and
rubbing direction on the top substrate.
T h e thickness of the spacers between the two substrati« were from 3 t o 50 μηι
for different cells. T h e samples were filled with 5CB nematic LC molecules in the
isotropic phase.

9.4.2

Initial LC molecules distribution

Placing a sample in an optical polarization microscope (analyzer and polarizer are
crossed) with the rubbing direction positioned along the orientation of the polarizer,
one can observe several different structures in such cells, four bright regions and one
dark region inside each box, see figure 9.6.
The orientation of t h e LC molecules on the b o t t o m substrate in one box is pre
sented in figure 9.7(a). T h e rubbing direction on the top substrate is parallel t o the
orientation of t h e polarizer ( P ) , indicated in the figure. T h e LC molecules alignment
in t h e central region is defined by the rubbing direction on the top substrate and form
a planar alignment. Four regions can be identified as right- or left-twisted nematic,
t h e twist being equal to 45°. In figure 9.7(b) the molecular distribution in the cell for
two regions with twisted structures and the central region with planar alignment are
depicted.
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^

^

Figure 9.6: Optical images of two samples (left with 4 /xm χ 4 μιη and right 2
μπι χ 2 μτη boxes) placed between two crossed polarizers; white squares indicate
the boxes on the bottom substrate. Between the two images the LC orientation
on the bottom substrate in one box is depicted.
rubbed PI
e t «
% %Φ

PMMA

Figure 9.7: a) the LC molecules orientation in different regions in one box on the
bottom substrate; b) the molecular distribution across the whole cell.

Two regions in the vicinity of two parallel walls of the box will impose the twisted
structure in t h e bulk and r o t a t e polarized light in a clockwise manner over 45°,
whereas t h e two other regions create a twisted s t r u c t u r e t h a t rotates t h e polarization
of light over —45°.
If the analyzer is at 45° with respect t o the rubbing direction, one structure will
be bright, t h e other dark. If we rotate the analyzer over 90° the first structure will
be dark and the other bright, see figure 9.8.
In order t o confirm t h e LC orientation we performed additional tests by adding
a retardation plate to the optical microscope, see the experimental configuration in
figure 9.9, the b o t t o m left picture. T h e first order retardation plate is designed t o
introduce a relative retardation of exactly one wavelength (550 nm) between the or
dinary and extraordinary wavefronts passing t h r o u g h the plate when the biréfringent
retardation material is illuminated by linearly polarized light at a 45-degree incident
angle to the index ellipsoid. As a result, green wavelengths emerge from the retardation plate still linearly polarized and having the same orientation as when they
entered t h e retardation material (parallel to t h e polarizer). These wavelengths are
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Figure 9.8: Optical microscope images of a sample with 2 μτη χ 2 μπι boxes; white
squares indicate the boxes on the bottom substrate; between two optical images
the LC molecules orientation on the bottom substrate in one box is depicted. On
the left image the analyzer is at —45° with respect to the polarizer, on the right
image the analyzer is at +45° with respect to the polarizer.

polarized perpendicularly t o t h e analyzer, thus are absorbed and do not pass through.
T h e orthogonal wavefronts of all other wavelengths will experience some degree of re
tardation (less or more t h a n a full wavelength) and will emerge from the retardation
plate having varying degrees of elliptical polarization. These waves are therefore able
to pass through the analyzer. Subtracting the green wavelengths (blocked by t h e an
alyzer) from white light yields bright magenta-red, which results from a combination
of all visible light spectral colors when the green wavelength b a n d is missing.

Figure 9.9: Optical microscope image of samples with 4 μιη χ 4 μιη (left) and 2
μτη χ 2 μπι (right) boxes measured with retarder.

9.4 Multistage LC device

When a biréfringent sample with a slow axis parallel to the slow axis of the retardation plate is inserted into the optical pathway, the relative retardation of orthogonal
wavefronts is increased so that the color (red) now exhibits linear polarized behavior. The blue and green wavelengths are elliptically polarized and interfere at the
intermediate image plane to form a blue color. Rotating the sample by 90 degrees
alters the relationship between the slow axes so that they are now perpendicular. In
this case, the relative retardation of the orthogonal wavefronts is decreased and the
shorter (blue) wavelengths emerge as linearly polarized light (only to be absorbed by
the analyzer). Elliptically polarized green and red wavelengths ultimately recombinc
to form a yellow color.
Hence, by adding a retardation plate we observed the orientation of the LC
molecules in different regions in a box by their distinct color, see figure 9.9. When
the slow axis of the retardation plate is along the long axis of the LC molecules (extraordinary wavefront) we can see blue color. Conversely, yellow color is observed in
regions that have an ordinary wavefront parallel to the slow axis of the retardation
plate.
In figure 9.9 optical microscope images of samples with 4 μτη χ 4 μιη (left) and 2
μιη χ 2 μιη (right) boxes measured with a retarder are presented. The orientations
of the crossed analyzer-polarizer and retarder are indicated at the bottom. For each
box we can see regions with different colors indicating different orientations of the LC
molecules. The LC orientations in the boxes are indicated in the schematic picture un
derneath. The observed structures correspond to the structures shown schematically
in figure 9.7.

9.4.3

Multistage states

A very important feature of such structures is that the size of the regions in a box can
be changed and other stable states can be formed. We can observe different states in
the boxes if a sample was filled with LC molecules in the nematic phase instead of
the isotropic phase. This is probably caused by the flow of the LC molecules during
the filling of the samples.
In figure 9.10 optical images of two samples with 4 μιη χ 4 μπι boxes placed
between two crossed polarizer's are presented. The orientations of the LC molecules,
indicated by squares, are depicted at the sides of the optical images. You can see in
one sample several different states simultaneously.
In figure 9.11 an optical microscope image of a sample with 2 μιη χ 2 μιη boxes
measured with retarder is presented. We can see three different states in this figure
with 1, 2 and 5 regions. The orientations of the LC molecules in the boxes on the
bottom substrate axe depicted schematically in the insets.
There are more possible states in such samples, two of them are particularly
interesting: 1) when LC molecules in a box are aligned parallel to two opposite walls,
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Figure 9.10: Optical images of two samples with 4 μιη χ 4 /xm boxes (on top
made by optical lithography and on bottom made by electron beam lithography)
placed between two crossed polarizer's. The orientations of the LC molecules in
the cell, indicated by squares, are depicted at the sides of the optical image.

Figure 9.11: Optical microscope image of samples with 2 μηι χ 2 μιη boxes
measured with a retarder. The orientations of the LC molecules in the boxes are
depicted schematically in the insets.

see figure 9.12(a), or, 2) when they are oriented along t h e other pair of parallel walls,
see figure 9.12(b).

9.4

Multistable LC device

Figure 9.12: Depiction of the molecular distribution in the cell, a) state 1 with
the —45° twist structure; b) state 2 with the +45° twist structure. On the left
side of the images the orientations of the LC molecules on the bottom substrate
are depicted.

In this situation t h e whole box has one s t r u c t u r e and in t h e bulk volume above t h e
box a twisted nematic s t r u c t u r e will be formed with t h e twist angle —45° or + 4 5 ° .
By switching t h e LC molecules orientation in a box between these two stable states
we would switch t h e light polarization over 90°.
In figure 9.13 an optical microscope image of a sample with 1 μιη χ 1 μιη boxes
measured with a retarder is presented. T h e orientations of t h e LC molecules in t h e
boxes are depicted schematically at t h e b o t t o m . We can see three different states in
this figure. T h e orientation of t h e LC molecules in some of t h e boxes is parallel to
two opposite walls, showing a blue color if t h e LC molecules are aligned along t h e
walls parallel t o t h e slow axis of the retarder and a yellow color if t h e LC molecules
are aligned along t h e walls perpendicular to t h e slow axis of t h e retarder. In some
other boxes, magenta color is observed, corresponding to t h e s t r u c t u r e described in
section 9.4.2. T h e size of t h e four boundary regions is very small in LC cells with 1
μιη χ 1 μιη boxes and therefore only magenta color is observed, corresponding t o t h e
region in t h e middle of t h e box.
These states are very stable: the cells preserved their alignment for at least one
month and they did not change states under fast movement of a sample and exposure
to daylight or a lamp. However, they did not have a "memory effect" and a stable
state will be lost if we heat a sample above Τ IN.
After heating a sample above
TJN and subsequently cooling it down to room t e m p e r a t u r e t h e most energetically
favorable structure with five regions will be formed in all boxes, see figure 9.14.
Applying an external field, t h e orientation of t h e LC molecules in t h e cells can be
switched from one s t a t e t o another. This will be discussed in t h e next part of this
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Figure 9.13: Optical microscope image of a sample with 1 μπι χ 1 μιη boxes
measured with retarder. The orientations of the LC molecules in the boxes are
depicted schematically in insets.

Figure 9.14: Optical images of one sample with 4 μτη χ 4 μτη boxes placed between
two crossed polarizers. Left: the sample after filling with LC molecules in the
nematic phase; right: the same sample after heating above TIN and subsequently
cooling it down.

chapter. In our study we used a strong optical field by focusing a laser beam on an
individual pixel (optical tweezers), a n d an in-plane electric field, by manufacturing
electrodes on t h e b o t t o m surfaces.

9.5 Switching of the LC cells by an in-plane electric field

9.5

Switching of the LC cells by an in-plane electric field

For practical purposes we should make an LC device where each pixel can be switched
between dark and bright states. In order t o check whether such a switching is actually
possible, we designed a sample structure with four electrodes, see figure 9.4(a). Almost
all samples had an excellent structure of square boxes, however the quality of the
electrodes was very poor. Almost in all samples one of the electrodes was interrupted
or had a shortcut with a neighboring electrode. Nevertheless we could perform some
experiments with applied in-plane electric fields. T h e amplitude of the applied AC
(squared shaped) voltage was u p t o 90 V. Figure 9.15 presents an example of switching.

Figure 9.15: Optical microscope image of a sample with 2 μτη χ 2 μιη boxes
during LC switching in an external in-plane electric field, a) initial states of the
pixels; b) optical image with electric field on, the direction of the electric field
is indicated on the image; c) image of the sample after electric field is switched
off; d) zoom of the sample before the switching; e) zoom of the sample after the
switching.
In this sample only two neighboring electrodes were not interrupted and therefore
we could switch only three pixels in the left b o t t o m corner of the sample. In the
initial state these pixels had five distinguishable regions t h a t were switched to a single
state where each pixel formed a 45° twisted structure. These switched twisted pixels
appeared to be stable (at least for one m o n t h ) .
Another example of switching is presented in figure 9.16. In this sample a voltage
was applied to two opposite electrodes. There was a short cut between b o t t o m and
left electrodes, therefore not all pixels were influenced by t h e applied voltage. T h e
orientations of the LC molecules in the boxes are depicted schematically at the b o t t o m .
The applied voltage in these experiments was varying between 1 - 90 V. T h e
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Figure 9.16: Optical microscope images of a sample with 4 μπι χ 4 /xm boxes
after LC switching (field is switched off) in an external in-plane electric field, the
directions of the electric field during switching is indicated by arrow. Right: after
90 V was applied between two horizontal electrodes; left: after 90 V was applied
between two vertical electrodes. There was a short cut between bottom and left
electrodes, therefore not all pixels were influenced by applied voltage.

switching of some boxes could be achieved already at 10 V. It is possible t o decrease
the required voltage for switching by placing electrodes near an individual box or by
reducing the anchoring energy. This can be done by "lubricating" the 3D recesses
by lowering the surface anchoring energy. For example, lubrication could be achieved
by covering the b o t t o m surface with molecules t h a t form a liquid-like layer. This
is a layer t h a t has no positional or orientational order and provides a fluid-like, i.e.
isotropic interface with the liquid crystal molecules, similar t o t h e interface between an
isotropic liquid, such as water, glycerin, e t c . , with a liquid crystal. It is an important
aspect t h a t such a lubrication layer should have no memory effect, which is typical for
ordered or semi-ordered materials, like solids, glass, polymeric and plastic materials.
Another alternative is the inclusion of a thermal element t o disrupt any state before
switching t o another state, or by combining the in-plane voltage with an out of plane
voltage. This however will make the design more complex.

9.6

Switching of the LC cells by optical tweezers

An important issue for the application of multistable structures is the possibility
to switch an individual box. Because our facilities did not allow us to incorporate
electrodes t o each individual box, we performed such switching by an optical tweezers

9.6 Switching of the LC cells by optical tweezers
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21

(OT) setup .
An optical tweezer (originally called "single-beam gradient force trap") uses a
highly focused laser beam to provide an attractive or repulsive force (typically on the
order of piconewtons) to trap micron-sized object or reorient molecules with light.
21,22
This technique was introduced by Ashkin
and now is widely used for different
23,24
applications
. The most basic form of an optical trap is depicted in figure 9.17(a).
optical trap

laser

^

<
objective

a)

light pushes
sphere up
sphere pushes
light to left

b)

light pushes
sphere to right

sphere pushes
lieht down

Figure 9.17: Optical Tweezers principles: a) optical tweezers setup, b) interaction
of the particle with the light.
A laser beam is focused by a high-quality microscope objective to a spot in the
specimen plane. This spot creates an "optical trap" which is able to hold a small
particle at its center. The forces felt by this particle consist of the light scattering
and gradient forces due to the interaction of the particle with the light, see figure
9.17(b).
We used a tightly focused optical laser beam for the manipulation of the orientation
of the LC molecules inside such boxes by pulling and pushing at the LC domain
borders. The optical beam could be focused to an area with a diameter of 1 μπι. Due
to the strong (optical) electric field gradient, the LC molecules in this area will be
reoriented towards the center of the beam. Moving the beam to a region border we
reorient LC molecules and change the region sizes, thus switching a box to another
state.
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By using t h e O T setup we managed t o switch an individual box t o three stable LC
states, one s t a t e with 5 regions and two states with a single region twisted +45° and
—45° structure. T h e latter states are t h e most i m p o r t a n t for practical applications.
An example of box switching by an O T is presented in figure 9.18.

Figure 9.18: Optical microscope image of a sample with three 2 μτη χ 2 μιη boxes
before(top) mid after(bot,tom) the switching of the middle box by an OT.
At t h e initial position the box had four regions with a n orthogonal orientation of
LC molecules in t h e neighbouring regions whereaa in figure 9.18(bottom) the finale
state is shown, where t h e whole box is one region, with orientation of the; molecules
along one pair of walls without affecting t h e two neighboring boxes. Thus, by ad
dressing individual boxes with an O T , we have d e m o n s t r a t e d t h e proof of principle
to use t h e individual boxes an pixels.

9.7

Conclusions

In this work we presented a simple way of manufacturing multistable liquid crystal
devices by introducing a 3D patterned surface. Some examples of t h e multistable
structures for nematic LC molecules were presented. T h e possibility to switch the LC
regions by a n in-plane electric field and O T setup was shown.
T h e advantage of our method is t h e possibility t o use conventional large scale
techniques (for example optical lithography) for manufacturing multistable structures
with high contrast, small pixel size (1 μιη χ 1 μιη), excellent stability of the differ
ent states (more t h a n one month) and in-plane switching of homogeneously aligned
nematic liquid crystals. Our method can also be used for designing and fabrication
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of LC devices with more sophisticated surface structures which could provide a large
variety of stable states.
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Summary and outlook

_l_ his thesis describes the development of new methods of nematic liquid crystal
(NLC) alignment for liquid crystal (LC) devices and the investigation of the influence
of different surface treatment techniques on the alignment of LC molecules and their
electro-optical properties. One of the developed methods can be used for the manufacturing of multistable LC devices. In addition a new nonlinear optical technique
was developed for the measurements of the anchoring energy.
In chapter 1 a general introduction to the background, the scope of the thesis and
a short description of the main results are given. Chaptei 2 introduces the general
aspects of nematic liquid crystals, their alignment and applications. In chapter 3 I give
a brief general introduction in nonlinear optical phenomena, with the emphasis on the
specific applicability of the second order optical process of second harmonic generation
(SHG) in molecular materials, such a^s liquid crystals. Chaptei 4 mainly presents
different methods for sample preparation, experimental techniques and methods.
In chapter 5 a novel method of LC alignment for flat display applications based on
the use of magnetic fields is presented. This method provides a unique combination
of advantages· it is clean, contact-free and does not induce mechanical stress or
electrostatic charges. A way to make a stable magnetic field induced alignment in LC
cells and the interpretation of its thermal stability is presented. We found that cooling
the LC samples from the isotropic phase, via the isotropic-nematic transition to room
temperature, in a constant magnetic field (1 - 2 T) resulted in uniformly planaraligned samples, with the LC director uniaxially aligned along the field direction.
Their alignment remained stable even after the field wa.s turned off and LC cells
recover the induced uniaxial-monodomain alignment, even after a 15 minutes exposure
to 150° C. The conditions for the preparation of well-ordered, thermally stable cells
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with a fast electro-optical response were obtained for a series of LC mixtures. A
suitable temperature range for the sample preparation is described. We found that a
polymer-LC intermixing is the factor which can explain the "memory effect" for these
magnetic held aligned cells.
In chaptei 6 we demonstrated that the electro-optical response of the magnetic
field aligned cells is significantly enhanced - about ten times faster - as compared to
the response of traditionally rubbed cells. The samples aligned in a magnetic held
yield the fastest electro-optical response in the class of ncmatic LCs used. This fact
makes the use of the magnetic field alignment (MFA) technique very attractive for
commercial application.
We found that the surfaces treated by both MFA and conventional rubbing align
ment show a well-defined alignment in the azimuthal plane. However, the magnetically
aligned surface shows a director which is uniform in the polar plane as well, whereas
the rubbed surface has more polar fluctuations (tilt angle fluctuations). Thus, al
though the two surfaces have similar anchoring energies, the rubbed surface does
not succeed in making an efficient use of this energy. For the rubbed cells, due to
boundary fluctuations, this energy is partly dissipated in electro-hydrodynamic in
stabilities. However, for the magnetically aligned cells, the uniformity of the surface
allows efficient energy use.
Chapter 7 describes a new method for the measurements of the anchoring energy
of nematic liquid crystal molecules by using the nonlinear optical technique of second
harmonic generation (SHG). By choosing a proper experimental configuration we
measured the changes of the molecular distribution of NLC molecules at the LCsurface interface as a function of an external electric field. From this dependence
we could calculate the anchoring energy at different angles of the surface molecules
reorientation. We also performed test measurements in order to insure the surface
origin of the SHG signal. An example of the anchoring energy determination for an
E63 NLCs mixture is given.
In chapter 8 a simple and easy controllable way to obtain phase matched quadrupole
SHG in NLC cells was demonstrated. Phase matching (PM) is normally observed only
in media with broken inversion symmetry such as ferroelectric LCs. Our method is
based on the electric field control of the molecular orientation and thus the bire
fringence. Time resolved measurements with rectangular voltage pulses were used to
separate the quadrupole SHG signal from the electric field induced SHG contribution,
proving the bulk quadrupolar origin of the phase matched SHG signals. Depending on
the polarization combination, both type I and II PM were observed. The possibility
to use this observation for studying the molecular reorientation in NLC cells is also
discussed.
In chapter 9 we present a simple, low cost and reliable way of manufacturing multistable liquid crystal devices by introducing a 'ΛΌ patterned surface. The implication
of such structures in LC devices (for display manufacturing) would significantly de-
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crease their energy consumption. Some examples of multistable structures for nematic
LC molecules are presented. The possibility to switch the LC regions by an in-plane
electric field and optical tweezers is demonstrated. The advantage of our method is
the possibility to use conventional large scale techniques (for example optical lithog
raphy) for manufacturing multistable structures with high contrast, small pixel size
(1 μπι χ 1 //m), excellent stability of the different states (more than one month) and
in-plane switching of homogeneously aligned nematic liquid crystals. Our method
can also be used for the design and fabrication of LC devices with more sophisticated
surface structures, which could provide a big variety of stable states.
Liquid crystals are nowadays widely used in liquid crystal displays, liquid crys
tal projectors and liquid crystal televisions. Decreasing the energy consumption is a
very important issue for LC displays. Development and implementation of the multistable LC structures could significantly reduce the energy consumption. The further
development and implementation of our method is therefore very promising.
In addition, during my PhD I took advantage of the broad research variety in the
Theo Rasing group and I successfully worked on a project of linear and nonlinear
optical investigations of periodic magnetic structures, magneto-optical microscopy
and ellipsometry. I participated in developing and building a scanning tunnelling
microscope combined with a femtosecond laser to study light-molecule interactions
on the single molecular level. Results of these studies are far beyond the scope of the
LC research of this thesis and are not presented in this manusciipt.
This project was supported by the Dutch Technology Foundation (Stichting Tech
nische Wetenschappen STW) as part of the STW project "Alignment of liquid crystal
molecules for flat panel displays" (project number NNS.4857). The industrial poten
tial of this project has been recognized by Philips, that actively supported this project.
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Samenvatting

M-Jit proefschrift beschrijft de ontwikkeling van nieuwe methoden om ncmatische
vloeibare kristallen (NLC) uit te lijnen voor toepassingen in vloeibare kristal (LC)
beeldschermen (Liquid Crystal Displays-LCD's) en andere apparaten. Het onderzoek
heeft zich in het bijzonder gericht op de invloed van verschillende oppervlaktcbehandelingstechnieken op de uitlijning van de LC-moleculcn en hun elektro-optische
eigenschappen. Een van de ontwikkelde methoden kan worden gebruikt om het energieverbruik van LC apparaten met behulp van multistabiele LC stiucturen sterk te
verminderen. Voorts wordt de uitwikkehng van een nieuwe methode beschreven voor
het meten van de energie waarmee de moleculen aan het oppervlak verankcid zitten.
Deze methode is gebaseerd op nict-lineairc optica.
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een algemene inleiding op de achtergrond, de inhoud en
een korte beschrijving van de belangrijkste resultaten van dit proefschrift gegeven.
Hoofdstuk 2 introduceert de algemene aspecten van nematische vloeibare kristallen,
hun uitlijning en toepassingen. In hoofdstuk 3 geef ik een korte algemene inleiding in
niet-lineaire optische verschijnselen, met de nadruk op de specifieke toepassingsmogelijkheden van het tweede orde optische proces van tweede harmonische generatie
(SHG) in moleculaire materialen, zoals vloeibare kristallen. In hoofdstuk 4 worden
voornamelijk verschillende methoden voor monstervoorbereiding, experimentele technieken en meetmethoden behandeld.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een nieuwe methode voor de uitlijning van LC moleculen
voor display toepassingen gepresenteerd. Deze methode is gebaseerd op het gebruik
van magnetische velden en biedt een unieke combinatie van voordelen: het is schoon,
contact-vrij en veroorzaakt geen mechanische stress of elektrostatische ladingen. De
methode en de interpretatie van de thermische stabiliteit worden gepresenteerd. Wc
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hebben gevonden dat de koeling van de LC monsters uit de isotrope fase, via de
isotrope-nematischc overgang tot kamertemperatuur, in een constant magnetisch veld
(1 - 2 T) leidt tot uniform, planair uitgelijnde monsters met de uniaxiale LC director
uitgelijnd langs de veldrichting. Deze uitlijning blijft stabiel, zelfs nadat het magnetisch veld uit is. Bovendien herstellen LC-cellen de genduceerde uniaxiale uitlijning, zelfs na 15 minuten blootstelling aan 150° C. De voorwaarden voor de bereiding
van goed geordende, thermisch stabiel cellen met snelle electro-optische respons is
bepaald voor verschillende LC moleculen. Een geschikt temperatuurgebied voor de
monsterbereiding is beschreven. Wij hebben gevonden dat een polymecr-LC-menging
de bepalende factor is die het "memory-effect" kan verklaren voor deze uitlijning met
een magnetisch veld.
In hoofdstuk 6 laten v/v zien dat de elektro-optische respons van de door een
magnetisch veld uitgcli]nde cellen significant - tien keer - sneller is dan de response
van traditioneel gewreven cellen. De monsters uitgelijnd in een magnetisch veld leveren de snelste elektro-optische respons van deze klasse van gebruikte nematische LC
moleculen. Dit feit maakt het gebruik van magnetisch veld uitlijning (MFA) zeer
aantrekkelijk voor commerc ile toepassing
Wc hebben gevonden dat de behandelde oppervlakken van zowel MFA als conventionele (met behulp van wrijven) uitlijn tedinicken een goed gedefinieerde uitlijning
geven in het azimuthalc vlak. Echter, op de magnetisch uitgelijnde oppervlakken is
er ook een uniforme uitlijning in het polaire vlak, terwijl de gewreven oppervlakken
meer polaire schommelingen vertonen. Dus, hoewel de twee oppervlakken een vergelijkbare verankeringscnergie hebben, maakt het gewreven oppervlak een minder cfficint
gebruik van deze energie. Onze interpretatie is dat in de gewreven cellen deze energie
gedeeltelijk wordt gedissipeerd in electro-hydrodynamischc instabiliteiten. Voor de
magnetisch uitgelijnde cellen is het energie gebruik cffieinter omdat het oppervlak
uniform is.
In Hoofdstuk 7 is een nieuwe methode gepresenteerd voor het meten van de verankeringsenergic van nematische vloeibaar kristal moleculen m.b.v. de nict-lineaire
optische techniek van tweede harmonische generatie (SHG). Door een juiste experimentele configuratie hebben we de verandering van de moleculaire orintatic van NLC
moleculen op het LC-substraat grensvlak als functie van een uitwendig elektrisch veld
gemeten Vanuit deze afhankelijkheid kunnen we de verankeringsenergic voor verschillende orintatiehocken van de moleculen op het oppervlak berekenen We hebben
ook proefmetingen uitgevoerd om ons te verzekeren van de oppervlakte oorsprong van
het SHG signaal. Als voorbeeld is de bepaling van de verankeringsenergie voor E63
NLC gegeven.
In hoofdstuk 8 wordt een eenvoudige en gemakkelijke manier gepresenteerd om fase
aanpa-ssing bij quadrupool SHG in NLC cellen te verkrijgen. "Phase matching" (PMhet in fase lopen van het fundamentele en tweede1 harmonische licht) komt normaal
alleen voor in media met gebroken inversiesymmetrie, zoals ferroelektrische LC's.
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Onze methode is gebaseerd op de controle van de moleculaire orintdtie en dus de
dubbel breking met een elektrisch veld. Tijdsafhankelijke metingen met rechthoekige
spanningspulsen werden gebruikt om de quadrupool bijdrage tot het SHG signaal
te scheiden van de elektrische veld genduccerde dipool bijdrage. Afhankelijk van de
polarisatie combinatie werden zowel type I als II PM waargenomen. De mogelijkheid
om deze observatie te gebruiken voor het bestuderen van de moleculaire herorintatie
in NLC cellen wordt ook besproken.
In hoofdstuk 9 presenteren we een eenvoudige, goedkope en betrouwbaie manier
voor de productie van multistabiele LC cellen. Deze methode is gebd.seerd op de
invoering van een 3D-structuur op het oppervlak. De introductie van dergelijke
structuren in LC-apparaten (voor beeldschermen) zou hun energieverbruik aanzienlijk
verminderen. Enkele voorbeelden van deze meervoudig structuren worden gegeven,
evenals de mogelijkheid om ze te schakelen met behulp een elektrisch veld en een
optiseli pincet. Het voordcel van onze methode is de mogelijkheid om conventionele,
grootschalige technieken (bijvoorbeeld optische lithografie) te gebruiken voor het ver
vaardigen van meervoudige structuren met een hoog contrast, kleine pixelgrootte
(1 firn χ 1 μιη), uitstekende stabiliteit (meer dan een maand) en eenvoudig schakelbaar. De werkwijze kan ook worden gebruikt voor het ontwerpen en produceren van
LC apparaten met meer geavanceerde oppervlaktestructuren, die een grote verschei
denheid van stabiele toestanden kunnen bieden.
Vloeibare kristallen worden tegenwoordig heel veel gebruikt in LCD's, LCD projectoren en LCD-televisies. Het verlagen van hun energieverbruik is daarom een
zeer belangrijk onderwerp. Multistabiele LC structuren kunnen het energicvei bruik
aanzienlijk verminderen. De verdere ontwikkeling en implementatie van onze methode
is dan ook veelbelovend en daarom gepatenteerd.
Tijdens mijn promotieonderzoek heb ik bovendien gebruik gemaakt van de mo
gelijkheden die werden geboden door liet brede onderzoeksveld in de groep van Theo
Rasing en heb ik met succes gewerkt aan een project om periodieke magnetische struc
turen te onderzoeken met behulp van lineaire en nict-linedire optische technieken,
magneto-optische microscopie en ellipsometrie. Ik heb ook deelgenomen aan het on
twikkelen en bouwen van een scanning tunneling microscoop in combinatie met een
femtoseconde laser, om licht-moleciiul interacties op het moleculair niveau te kunnen
bestuderen. De resultaten van deze studies zijn ver buiten het gebied van het LC
onderzoek van dit proefschrift en worden hier niet weergegeven.
Dit project werd ondersteund door de Nederlandse Stichting Technische Weten
schappen (STW) als onderdeel van het STW-project "Uitlijning van vloeibare kristal
molekulcn voor platte beeldschermen" (projectnummer NNS.4857). De industrile mo
gelijkheden van dit project werden erkend door Philips, via een actieve ondersteuning
van dit project.
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